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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Statement of Purpose
The purpose of this study was to determine the rhetorical
practices of the honor�ble Sigurd Anderson in his public addresses
from 1951 to 1978 and the relationship between his rhetorical train
ing a..'11.d his rhetorical practices.

More specifically, answers to the ·

following questions have been sought:
1)

What was Anderson's rhetorical traini�..g and preparation?

2)

What rhetorical tenets were advocated in Anderson's

training?
3)

What inventional procedures did A nderson follow in

4)

What practices did Anderson follow regarding arrange

5)

What stylistic practices did Anderson follow in his public

6)

How did Anderson utilize the canon of memory in his

7)

What practices of delivery did Anderson employ in his

8)

How closely did Anderson ° s practices in public addresses

preparing his addresses?
ment in his public addresses?
addresses?

public addresses?
public addresses?

adhere to the tenets of his rhetorical training?

2
Origin and Justification of the Study
The origins of this study were a personal acquaintance with
Anderson and a desire to apply principles learned in graduate course
work.

Sigurd Anderson resides in Webster, South Dakota.

Acquaint

ance with him there, attendance at several of his public addresses,
admiration for his fonner political prominence, and awareness of his
rhetorical training and background stimulated an interest in him as
a public speaker.

The approach of the course "History and Criticisrn

of American Public Address" created interest in the role of public
speaking in history and the application of rhetorical standards in
public speaking situations.

Consequently, the following study emerged

as an opportunity to investigate rhetorical practices of Anderson and
to apply knowledge of rhetorical principles to the practices of this
prominent historical figure in South Dakota and the Midwest.
The study has potential value to those seeking detennination
of the applicability of rhetorical training and principles in prom
inent political positions and occasional addresses.

The rhetorical

training of Anderson included intercollegiate academic debate at South
Dakota State College (since renamed South Dakota State University) and
at the University of South Dakota.

Following graduation, he assisted

with debate coaching at Ra:pid City High School and was a sJ?eech teacher
and debate coach at Webster High School.

As a governor of South

Dakota, Federal Trade Commissioner, and Grand Orator of the Masonic
Lodge, he has given many J?ublic addresses.

Copies of thirty of these

a.ddressGs were obtained, and one address was audited.

These were

utilized in completing the steps enumerated under J?rocedures.

3
Procedures
The following procedures were completed in an attempt to
answer the questions posed in the "Statement of Purpose."
l)

The following literature was surveyed to determine if any

previous studies had been undertaken regarding the rhetorical practices
of Sigurd Anderson:
Auer, J. Jeffrey. "Doctoral Dissertations in Speech: Works
in Progress." Speech Monographs, annual issues, 19.521969, sections on public address.
Cleary, James W. "A Bibliography of Rhetoric and Public
Address for the Year, 1957-1963." S-peech Monographs,
annual issues, 1957-1963, sections on public address.
· , Ned A. "A Bibliography of
Cleary, James W. and Shearer
Rhetoric and Public Address for the Year, 1964-1965."
Speech Monographs, annual issues, 1964-1965, sections
on public address.

Com rehensive Dissertation I ndex 1861-1975. Communication
and the Arts Language and Literature History. Ann Arbor,
Michigan: Xerox University Press.
Dow, Clyde W. "Abstracts of Theses in the Field of Speech."
Speech Monographs, annual issues, 1952-1965, sections on
public address.
Habennan, Frederich W. , ed. "A Bibliography of Rhetoric and
Public Address for the Year, 1952-1956." Speech Monographs,
annual issues, 1952-1956.

Knower, Franklin H. "Graduate Theses--an Index of Graduate
;/ erk in Speech." Speech Monographs, annual issues, 19521969. (University of South Dakota section, 1952-1969; South
Dakota State University section, 1958-1969.)

Matlon, Ronald J. and Matlon, Irene R. Index to Journals in
Communication St1:.d.ies Through 1974. Falls Church, Virginia:
Speech CoIIllilunication Association, 1975.
Nelson, Max. "Abstracts of Theses in the Field of Speech."
Speech Monographs, annual issues, 1966-1969, section on
public address.

4
Shearer, Ned A., ed. Bibliographic Annual In Speech Communication:
1970-1975. New York: Speech Communication Association.

Shearer, Ned A. and Haberman, Frederich W. "A Bibliography of
Rhetoric a..11d Public Address for the Year, 1966-1969."
Speech Monographs, annual issues, 1966-1969.

The survey of the above guides revealed no duplicate studies.

Initial observation found one investigation which appeared relevant
to the study.
Emmert, Philip, III. "Content Analysis of Selected Speeches in
the Gubernatorial Campaigns of Selected States. " Un:pub
iished Ph. D. dissertation, Ohio University, 1965.
Upon closer scrutiny, it was discovered that this investigation
concerned content analysis, in4exes of readability, human interest,
and m�taphorical �ualities of gubernatorial campaign addresses in
Kansas, South Dakota, and West Virginia.

Examination of the abstract

revealed no evidence that Anderson's addresses were analyzed .

Success

in the election was the criterion for effectiveness of the addresses.
Because the investigation used political success as its standard for
evaJ.uation rather than rhetorical tenets and likely did not include
Anderson's addresses, it was determined that Emmert's investigation
had no direct relationship to this study.
2)

I n an attempt to determine the rhetorical training and

preparation of Sigurd Anderson, interviews were conducted, transcripts
of course work at Augustana Academy, South Dakota State University,

and the University of South Dakota were reviewed for completed

courses relevant to the field of speech, and high school and college

yearbooks and newspapers were surveyed to record involvement in speech
activities.

.5
3)

The tenets of Anderson'.s rhetorical training were sought

by interviewing Anderson, contacting t�achers, colleagues, and stu-·
dents of Anderson, and reviewing speech textbooks, school bulletins
and catalogs.
4)

Efforts to determine Anderson's inventional procedures

included interviewing, reading Anderson's speeches, auditing one of
his. speeches, and seeking and reviewing newspaper articles, legis
lative journals, and lodge proceedings which described Anderson's
speaking appearances and audience composition and reaction.
5)

A determination of Anderson's practices regarding arrange

ment was sought by analyzing speech texts and auditing an address in
order ·to observe his methods of organizing addresses.

Interviews

were also conducted to discover Anderson's approach to arrangement.
6)

Efforts to detennine Anderson's stylistic practices were

undertaken by analyzing texts and recordings of his speeches.

Ander

son was also interviewed concerning his practices in word choice.
Newspaper articles and lodge proceedings were read to gauge appro
priateness of style for specific time periods.
?)

An attempt was made to discover Anderson's mnemonic

practices by interviewing him, attending a public address to observe

utilization of notes and/or memory, and reviewing a number of his
outlines and speaker's notes.
8)

Observation of an address and data from interviews were

9)

Infonnation obtained in the completion of Step 2 was

used in an effort to determine Anderson's delivery practices.
synthesized into a statement intended to represent Anderson's

rhetorical training and experience.

6
10)

Data obtained in the completion of Steps

3

through 8 was

synthesized into a descriptive statement of Anderson's rhetorical
practices relative to the advocated tenets of his training.
11)

The data collected through the above procedures was

summarized and conclusions were drawn concerning the questions raised
in the "Statement of Purpose. "

CHAPTER II
RHETORICAL BI(X;RAPHY OF THE
HONORABLE SIGRUD ANDERSON
The purpose of this chapter was to outline the background,
influences, training and experiences which contributed to Sigurd
Anderson's rhetorical practices as a public speaker.
fically, answers to two questions were sought:

More speci

1) What were

Anderson's rhetorical experiences? and 2) What were the tenets
of Anderson's rhetorical training?
Personal Biography
Sigurd Anderson was born on January 22, 1904 in Frolandverk,
Arendal, Norway, to Karl A. and Bertha O . (Broten) Anderson .

In late

summer, 1906, Anderson �migrated with his parents to the United States
and settled near Canton, South Dakota. 1 Anderson's parents were hired

laborers on farms near Canton. 2

Anderson attended elementary school at Pleasant Ridge School
District Number 11, southwest of Canton, from 1910 to 1918.
1918 and 1921, he worked as a hired hand near Canton . 3

Between

It was re

corded in his transcripts that in 1921 he entered Canton Lutheran

Normal and in 1925 earned his diploma from the high school department . 4
He completed his freshman year of college in 1925-26 at South Dakota

State College (since renamed South Dakota State University) .5 Anderson
explained, "I had gotten a horrible case of scarlet fever . • . and

finished the year broke and somewhat physically bent. 0

8
6

Consequently,

he spent the next two yea:rs working as _a fa...-rmhand and teaching :rural

elementary school in Xingsbury County, South Dakota.?

In the fall of

1928, he resumed his college studies at the University of South Dakota .

He graduated from the University in 1931 � laude with a Bachelor of

Arts degree in history and minors in education, Spanish, and English.
School.

8

·From 1931-32, Anderson taught history at Rapid City High
He was also the assistant debate coach.

He moved from Rapid

City High to Webster High School in the fall of 1932 following.the bank
closing in Rapid City which resulted in a loss of funding for his pre
vious position.

At Webster he was the history and commercial law

teacher and debate coach. 9 His tenure at Webster ended in the spring

of 1935 , when he returned to Ve:nnillion as a full-time law student.10
Anderson's law studies began in the summers of 1934 and 1935.

He was a full-time student at the University of South Dakota Law
School in 1935-36 and 1936-37.

LL. B. , cum laude. 11

On June 7, 1937 he was awarded his

I n the summer of 1937, Anderson established a private law

�ractice in Webster, South Dakota. In 1938, he was elected Day

County States Attorney on the Republican ticket.

He served in that

capacity until 1941, when he was appointed Assistant Attorney General
under Leo Temmey . 12
Anderson became a member of the Masonic Lodge in 1943.

He

was admitted to the Pierre lodge at the request of the Webster lodge. 13
From March 15, 1943 until February 2, 1946, Anderson completed

a tour of duty in the United States Navy.

While in the Navy, he was

9
stationed at the United States Naval Ammunition Depot, Puget Sound
Navy Station, Bremerton, Washington, and on the Island of Samar in
the Philippines as a legal officer. At the time of his discharge,

14
his rank was Lieutenant Commander.

Upon returning to South Dakota, Sigurd Anderson entered active
politics at the state level. He was elected to two tenn.s as Attorney
15
General--1946 and 1948--and two terms as Governor--1950 and 1952.
I n 1955, at the completion of his second term as governor, Anderson
accepted an appointment by President Dwight D. Eisenhower to the Fed
eraJ. Trade C-omrnission. Anderson served as a commissioner until the
conclusion of his second term in 1964, when he resigned and returned

to South Dakota politics.16 I n that year, Nils A . Boe defeated Ander
son for the Republican nomination for governor .

Anderson resumed his

private law practice in Webster until 1967 when he was appointed judge
of the Circuit Court for the Fifth Judicial Circuit17 by Governor

Nils A. Boe . 18 A nderson retired from the bench in 1975.

Anderson has maintained active membership in the Masonic

Lodge.

I n 1961 he attained the JJrd degree of the Scottish Rite.1 9

Encyclopedia Britannica described that degree:

The supreme council confers the 33rd degree, which is honorary,
in recognition of outstanding services, and may not be
requestea. 20
Anderson married Vivian D. Walz of Vermillion in 1937. They
have one daughter, Kristin.21 Both Mr . and Mrs. Anderson survive to
this writing. They reside in Webster, South Dakota.
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Public Speaking Appearances
Preceding definition or analysis of Anderson's rhetorical
practices, an outline of public speaking activities in each facet of
his career was recounted.

When asked about his public speaking

appearances, Anderson recalled the 1938 race for Day County States

Attorney.

His opponent was incumbent Lyman Melby.

Anderson related

the experience:
For at least five weeks we had a rally almost every
night . . • in school houses around the county. The rally
format was usually something like this: Buhler jsam Buhler,
Day County Republican Chainnagl' opened the meeti:ng. Then
we sang "America" and· had a prayer . Then Buhler would make
scattered remarks . • . We'd then introduce all of the county
candidates. Then I would give a Republican speech .
usually around forty minutes, followed by a �uestion and
answer period. We'd close with coffee and donuts. 22
Anderson estimated that he gave nearly fifty speeches in the campaign.
He recalled, "It was the most vigorous campaign I have ever known. " 23

When asked about use of manuscript or notes, Anderson said that he may
have used an outline for the first few rallies, but that the addresses

were delivered without notes for the remaining rallies . 24 No notes
or outlines f�om the addresses were available.

Anderson recalled a second period of signif'icant involvement
in J?Ublic speaking as Assistant Attorney General from 1941-43 .

Leo

Temmey, then Attorney General, scheduled Anderson to speak at rallies

in smaller towns, clubs, commencements, and formal Republican rallies . 2 5

Anderson reminisced that among the speeches was a commencement address
in Canning, South Dakota.

was two.26

The total number of graduates in the class

11
In 1950, Anderson entered the South Dakota Gubernatorial race,

Five candidates pursued the Republican-nomination that year:

Joe

Foss, Boyd Leedom, Charles Dal thorp, Erwin Erickson, and Anderson.
Of the race, Anderson recalled, "The campaigning was something out o:f
27
this world. 0
The campaign involved many speeches in all parts of
the state.

Anderson also explained that most of his addresses were

impromptu or very extemporaneous.• 28 No notes or outlines of these
addresses were available.

As governor, Anderson spoke to the legislature in inaugural
addresses.

He also delivered a number of addresses to political con

ventions and rallies.

In addition, he addressed audiences across the

state on Memorial Days, Annistice Days, and at commencements, including
2
two commencements at the University of South Dakota. 9 The writer has
obtained copies of the inaugural addresses.
Anderson described his speaking as Federal Trade Commissioner
as "education of the public. as to the work of the Commission. "

It

involved " kiiowing the economic life of the United States" and "the
scope of activity" of the FTC.

Among his audiences were college stu

dent bodies, state phannaceutical associations, meetings of American

Bar Associations, Better Business Bureaus, Advertising Clubs, Chambers
of Commerce, and various occupational organizations.

As Commissioner,

Anderson also addressed t.he 600-member graduating class of Washington
High School, JO Sioux Falls, South Dakota.

A number of these addresses

were published in manuscript fonn for news release.
secured by the writer.

These have been

12
As Circuit Court judge and in retirement, Anderson continues
to- address various groups around the state and region.
1
giving _an average of nearly fifty speeches annually. 3

He estimated

As already suggested, a number of Anderson's appearances have
been "occasional" addresses delivered during observances of Memorial
Day, Armistice (later Veteran's) Day, commencements, and Masonic
Lodge meetings.

Anderson reported that he has been Grand Orator of

the Masonic Lodge five times.

While residing in Washington, D. C. , he

remembered delivering a "fantastic" number of speeches to the lodge.
On one occasion, he replaced former President Harry Truman as Grand
32
Orator. Truman was reportedly ill the day of the address.
Copies
of three of these addresses have been obtained by the writer.
In summary, public speaking appears to have spanned the
career of Sigurd Anderson.

During campaigns, in office, and on many

other occasions, he has exercised his rhetorical talents.
Rhetorical Training and Experience
Before High School
In answer to an inquiry about the influences and experiences
of bis early childhood relative to speaking, Anderson cited a variety
of events.

•�1y father {and

y from time to time went -to listen

to

lawsuits in trial in Lincoln County Courthouse. .,33 As he viewed the
rhetoric of- the courtroom as a small boy, Anderson recaJ.led deciding
that he wanted to be a lawyer and a speaker. 34

Anderson also recalled that country schoolhouse programs

were influential in exposing him to public speakers and speaking.

schoolhouse was used for community programs, church services, and

The

political rallies.
one. 1135

Anderson remembered that his family " never missed

Specifically, he recollected hearing Alice Lorraine Daly,

£rom Eastern Nonnal School, a candidate for Congress in the First
District.

6
Anderson described her as a " very potent speaker. 113

As members of the Non-partisan League, Anderson and his
parents also attended many meetings at which educators, fanners, and
politicians spoke.

Summarizing the meetings in the schoolhouse,

Anderson remarked,
That was quite inspiring--very inspiring--to see those
people in the flesh • • . Oh, we heard great speeches--and
terrible ones, too. 37Further explanations of the role of rural schools in community
speaking was sought in a telephone interview with Dr. Rodney Bell,
head of the Department of History, South Dakota State University, and
in a survey of pertinent published literature at the Hilton M. Briggs
Library.

This explanation was offered in a 1908 article in Education:

-The school building•is, in a large and important sense, the
true center of the co:m.munity. It is here possible for the
entire citizenship to congregate . . . /Joi/ free lectures,
debating and literary clubs, alumni associations, concerts,
and purely social gatherings. 38
.As Anderson recalled the speeches he_had heard as a child,

the writer observed enthusiasm for speeches, the speakers, and the
recollections.
In addition to hearing many speeches in the country schools,
Anderson recited his first "speeches" as part of the Pleasant Ridge
School District Number 11 Christmas programs. 39

By his eighth grade graduation, it appeared that Anderson had

rather limited experience in speaking, but had heard a great number.of
33478C .
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speeches .

14
His recollection also indicated that he was impressed with

the speeches and had definite ambitions to become a public speaker.
Canton Lutheran Normal
Academic training
Anderson's high school transcript was obtained from the
Augustana College (Sioux Falls, South Dakota) registrar's office.

It

established that he attended the ·high school department of Canton

Lutheran Normal from 1921-25 and took one· course entitled "Public
Speaking" in the Spring Quarter of school year 1924-25.

For his work

in that course, he received an "A". 40 The completion of four years of

1
English was also recorded in the transcript. 4

A more detailed description of his academic background in
high school was sought by attempting to locate catalogs or school pub
lications.

An interview with Eleanor Shanley, head of technical serv

ices in the Reference Department of Mikkelson Library, Augustana Col
lege, revealed that when Augustana Academy (fonnerly Canton Lutheran
Normal) closed, the Academy library and records were sent to Mikkel
4
son Library. 2 A search at the library and Augustana Archives produced
only one catalog, published in June, 1921, which included "Announce

ments for 1921-22. " Therefore, course descriptions were applicable
�or Anderson's first year.

Because no other documents were available,

however, the writer determined that the descriptions for courses
Anderson would have completed in his sophomore, junior and senior
years may offer insight to the content of those courses.

These

descriptions were excerpted relevant to Anderson's academic prepara
tion in speech at.Canton Lutheran Normal:

104 . English I . Fall, Winter, and S1>ring .. Daily. Five
hours credit. The work of the first year is divided between
composition and literature . • . Oral com1>osition is especially
emphasized in the first year's work. Grammar is briefly
reviewed. The principles of composition . • • and choice of
words are studied and applied.

15

105 . English II. Fall, Winter, and Spring. Daily. Five
hours credit . Oral composition and theme work are continued
during the second year. A critical study is made of rhetorical
princil)les, sentence structure, figures of speech, forms of
discourse, word-building . . • Practical_ work is given in
debate . • . Special class reports are also req_uired. T he
following classics are studie.d: . . . Lincoln's Addresses .
106 . English III. Fall, Winter, and Spring. Four. Four
hours credit . A brief study of the history and development
of American literature
107 . English IV . Fall and Winter .
credit . Study of English literature

Daily .

Five hours

110. Public S:peaking . Spring. Daily . Five hours credit .
Continuation of 107 . Elementary course in :public speaki11.g.
The pre:pared and impromptu speech and declamation comprises �ii}
the main :part of the work. It deals with the naterial of a
speech, l)latfonn department, voice building and the elimination of vocal defects . Text: Houghton's Public Speaking. 4J
The textbook from ''Public Speaking, " The Elements of Public
Speaking by Harry Garfield Houghton, was surveyed for its advocated
standards of rhetoric.

Infonnation obtained in that survey is related

in the section "Rhetorical Tenets. "
To the extent that catalog descri:ptions were accurate and

applicable for Anderson's high school years , it appeared that he had
some exposure to oral composition, style, and debate, and had deliv
ered reports and speeches as class assignments .

He may also have read

Lincoln's addresses and studied a number of stylistic devices applic
able to the public speaker .

In "Public Speaking" he apparently

studied speech structure and delivery, probably with much emphasis
on voice .

16

Extracurricular activities
The 1 921 Catalog of Canton Lutheran Normal also included
extracu�icular opportunities for speech training. Canton Lutheran

Normal had two literary societies .

The catalog's list of "Student

O rganizations" offered this description:
Two literary societies, the Demosthenian and the Adelphic,
hold regular meetings every Friday evening. These societies
offer practice in all the ordinary literary and forensic
activities, and all students are urged to join one of them.
Each society elects a society advisor from among the teachers
whose duty it becomes to give advice and such assistance as
may be necessary . 44 ·
Whe� asked about membership in a literary society, Anderson

recalled that he was a m�ber of · the Ciceronian Society. 45 Anderson
explained that the society was established as an all-male organization

46
while he was a student at Canton Lutheran Nomal.

Hence, it would

not have been described in the 1921 Catalog.

Beyond the literary societies, the catalog recorded no for

ensic activities. When asked in an interview about extracurricular
activities in high school, however, Anderson recalled rather extensive
involvement. He stated that the· squad was coached by Paul Rasmussen,

of whom he said, "He was a very good debate coach . • . highly inspir
ing . . . We got a whale of a bunch of training. 1 1 47

Anderson noted that he debated for three years at C anton
Lutheran Nonnal.

In two of those years, 1924 and 1925, Anderson's

team claimed the championship of the "Norwegian Lutheran Church of

America Interscholastic Association" debate tournament held at St.
Olaf College, Northfield, Minnesota.
seasons were:

48

The topics for those debate

"Resolved:

that compulsory arbitration should be ado:pted in the

settlement of labor disputes . " and "Resolved :

States should join the League of Nations. ., 49

17

that the United .

Anderson's interest and involvement in speech appeared to
expand in his high school years. In English and Public Speairs.i ng
classes, he may have received training regarding structure, style,
and delivery of public s:peeches , .and in extracurricular debate he

seemed to have had an opportunity to exercise his speaking abilities •

Academic training

South Dakota State C allege

. Anderson entered South Dakota State College ( since renamed
South Dakota State University) in the fall of 192 5.

It was recorded

in his transcript that during school year 192 5-26 he completed three

quarters of Rhetoric for a tottl of six credits . 50 He also took a

two-credit course in A rgumentation-Debate and was granted two academic
credits for Intercollegiate Debate during the winter quarter.51

A survey of the South Dakota State College Bulletin for that
yea:r revealed that " Rhetoric" was the name applied to courses in
English com:position.

The course description offered no direct appli

2 However, these descriptions of Anderson's

cation to speech training. 5

speech courses appeared applicable:

2b Argumentation and Debating . . . Continuation of 2a.
Greater emphasis placed on actual work of debating. Pre
requisite, Speech 2a. Two recitations a week . Mr. McCarty. 53
Apparently Anderson took the course without the prerequisite .
was no record of his registration for Speech 2a.

There

18

2d Intercollegiate Debating . . . Especially for those who
expect to represent the College in intercollegiate debating.
Credit detennined on basis of work done . As much as fou r
credits may be given to one taking part in an intercollegiate
contest, upon recommendation of the instructor in charge.
Mr. Smith. 54
Anderson received two credits in "Intercollegiate Debating . "
SUinmarily, Anderson received four academic credits i n Speech.
Apparently, both of them were linked very closely to his involvement
in extracurricular forensic activities. No notes or projects were
available.

Dr. Harold Jordan, one of Anderson ' s colleagues, was

contacted in an attempt to determine the content of the course.
In:formation obtained from Jordan . was summarized in the section
"Rhetorical Tenets."

Extracurricular activities
The 1927 Jackrabbit cited Sigurd Anderson as a member of the
1925 -26 debate sq_uad. He was also listed as an extemporaneous

speaker.55 The debate squad that year was coached by M r. George

McC arty and Mr. Homer Smith.5 6 The debate topic for that year was
reported in the Industrial Collegian:

"Resolved :

that the Consti

tution Should be Amended to Give Congress Power to Regulate Child

Labor." 5?

According to the Jackrabbit, the f;eshman teams debated

twice, against Columbus College at Sioux Falls and against Dakota
8
Wesleyan at Brookings. 5
Anderson was also a competitor in extemporaneous speaking .
the interclass extemporaneous competition, Anderson was named winner

for the Freshman class. 5 9 Additionally, he recalled having placed
second in the interclass finals . 60

In

19

· For his work in intercollegiate forensics at South Dakota State
C ollege, Anderson became a member of Pi Kappa Delta, honorary forensic
fraternity .

The J ackrabbit outlined criteria for membership.

A student to be eligible to membership must have taken
part in one of the mentioned fonns of forensics, of an
intercollegiate nature. He also must carry his college
work satisfactorily and be of good character . 61
As a member, Anderson spoke at the Pi Kappa Delta banquet.

In the

-1: ndustrial C ollegian, it was reported that he "voiced the aims of
£reshmen in forensics . 1 1 6 2

In addition · to his activities. in intercollegiate forensics,

Anderson was a member of the Miltonian Literary Society .

The activi

ties and aims of the society were described in the 1927 Jackrabbit .
Literary work is the finest useful art . The intersociety
contests add spice to literary endeavor. The silver loving
cup, offered by the Students • Association, was won permanently
by the Milts last yea:r . By winning in debate, oratory ,
extempore speaking and declamation, /jicJ this year , they
have temporary pgssession and a good start toward the winning
of a new trophy. 3
Anderson was listed as one of the competitors in 11Extemporaneous
64
Speech" for the society.
The Industrial C ollegian also reported Anderson's involvement
in the Miltonian Society's speaking activities.

These items were

included:

With the selection of Ted Schultz and Sig Anderson to
represent the Miltonian Literary Society, the Nilts are
confident of an excellent showing in the inter-society
extempore contest . • . 65

"Milts Elect Officers for Winter Session.,
• • • Followi�g the policy of recognizing unusual ability,
the members of the society saw fit to elect a new member for
president. Sigurd Anderson, the new president, is very well
known on the campus £or his ability as a speaker. 66
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I n summary, Anderson was involved in intercollegiate and society
speech activities at South Dakota State College.

S:pecifically, his

involvement was in extemporaneous speaking and debate.

Ap:parently,

he also gained favorable repute among his colleagues for his abilities
as a speaker.
University of South Dakota
Undergraduate
Academic training
An official transcript, released by the University of South
Dakota registrar, revealed no formal speech courses completed by
Anderson during his undergraduate years at that institution.

In

Spring, 1931, he received two semester hours for Speech 38, "Inter
collegiate Debate. " A grade of "A" was recorded for the course . 67

When asked about his formal speech training, Anderson recalled
that The Spoken Word by William Norwood Brigance was a text that his
f'orensic coaches "kept stressing. "68 Anderson said that he read it,
but remembered only "that_ it seemed to have an awful lot of common
sense in it. "69 The book was reviewed by the writer.

I ts contents

are summarized in the section "Rhetorical Tenets. "
Extracurricular activities
A survey of the University of South Dakota V olante, school
newspaper, and Coyote, school yearbook, documented that Anderson
participated rather actively in forensics throughout all three of his
undergraduate years .
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During his sophomore yea:r, 1928-9, Anderson debated under
Dr. J . H . McBurney, coach.

The yea:r ' s topic was :

Resolved:

substitute for trial by jury should be adopted . " ?O

That a

The Volante fur

ther explained that Anderson was selected by audition from a field of
71
2 7 candidates for the 12-man varsity team.
In later issues , the Volante recorded two public events in

which Anderson participated.

Anderson debated against another Univer

sity of South Dakota team in a practice debate at Viborg High School.

He was a member of the negative team . 72

In the second event, Anderson

was a member of the affinnative team debating against Gustavus Adolphus
college in St . Peter, Minnesota.

It was a non-decision contest. 73

In addition to his sophomore debating experience, Anderson
was cited by the Volante as winner of the University of South Dakota

Men ' s Extemporaneous Speaking contest. 74

Anderson spoke on the "Press and the Administration of
J ustice. " . . • At five o'clock in the afternoon before each
contest the subjects from which the speakers might choose
their tol)ics was :gosted. The contestants were given a wide
range of topics. ? )
In his junior yea:r, 1929-30, Anderson was selected by

audition , this time from a field of 22 debaters , to compete with the

men ' s varsity team . 76

That season the team was coached by Mr . Dallas

C . Dickey , 77 and the question considered was:

"Resolved:

That Adver

tising of C ommodities as Practiced in the United States Today by Man
ufacturers , Wholesalers, and Dealers is }fore Harmful than Beneficial
to Society." 78 Additionally, the men ' s varsity team researched and
argued the Pi Kappa Delta question :

"Resolved :

That the Nations
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Should Adopt a Plan of Complete Disannaments Excepting Such Forces as

May Be Needed for Police Purposes. . . 79

The Volante traced Anderson's competition .

He competed

successfully on the negative side of the advertising question against

Drake University and met Grinnel in a non-decision open forum debate. 80
Of a second tour of competition, the Volante published these observa
tions :
The team (Tom Howell and Sigurd Anderson) will meet
Concordia college �icJ Monday night at Moorhead, Minnesota,
on the disannament question. They will meet the North Dakota
Aggies on Tuesday night and the University of North Dakota
Wednesday night on the advertising question. T hursday night
they meet Hamlin� university [�ir;,J and Friday night Gustavus
Adolphus on the disannament question. All of the debates
except the Gustavus Adolphus debate will be non-decision
op.en forum debates. The Gustavus Adolphus debate will be
followed by a decision by a critic judge.
• • • Sigurd Anderson has had one year of debating
experience at South Dakota State college [ji9_}, and has
represented the University in forensic encounters for the
past two years. He was a member of the team that defeated
Drake last week. Mr. Anderson is a member of Pi Kappa Delta
honorary debating fraternity and of Delta Theta Phi legal
fraternity. Bl
Contradicted by this account was a follow-up story stating that all
of the debates were "non-decision. " Therefore, no account of the
outcome of the Gustavus Adolphus debate was available.
reported as "very successful. "82

The tour was

In addition to forensic activities, the 1931 Coyote recorded
Anderson's participation in Delta Theta Phi (Honorary Law Fraternity) ,
History Club ( of which he was president) , Spanish Club, Volante Staff,
and Volante Board of Controi.8 3

In his senior year, Anderson continued involvement with the

University of South Dakota forensics program.

The squad was again

2J
coached by Dallas C. Dickey .

The questions considered were:

"Re

solved, that the Eighteenth Amendment Should Be Repealed and the Liquor
Traffic C ontrolled by the V arious States," and "Resolved, that the

Nations Should Adopt a Policy of Free Trade. 1 1

84

8
as a member of the team from a field of 25 men. 5

Anderson was selected

The squad ' s competition was reported in the Volante.

Anderson

debated the free trade question op the negative against the University
of North Dakota before the congregation at the United M ethodist
Church . 86
Debating the Eighteenth Amendment question, Anderson also
.faced the University of Kansas in a convocation at the University.
was on the affirmative. 87

He

A decision in that contest in favor of the

University team was rendered. by L. M . Fort, principal of Mitchell High
School.

The Volante carried this account of the event:

In a convocation debate this morning, the representatives
of the University of South Dakota won a critic decision over
the debate team from the University of Kansas • .
The question argued was: "Resolved, that the Eighteenth
Amendment Should be Repealed and the Liquor Traffic Be Con
trolled by the Various States. " The affinnative team of the
University was composed of William McCann, Tyn�_l, and Sigurd
Anderson, Bancroft. Stacey Pickell of Xansas C ity , and Keith
Morrison, Hoisington, Kansas, represented the U niversity of
Kansas.
L. M . Fort, principal of the Mitchell high school {sic]
gave a critic decision. Mr. Fort ranked the two teams equally
on four major points : proof, delivery of constructive argu
ments, analysis , and refutation. The affirmative was given
the advantage of two points: organization and delivery in
the rebuttal speeches. B B
Anderson travelled on the "Southern trip" for the University
that year also.

They debated the University of Missouri, Columbia ; the

University of Arkansas, Fayetteville ; William Jewell College, Liberty,
Missouri ; and the University of Nebraska ( city not reported) .

Against
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the University of Missouri, Columbia, and the University of Arkansas,
Fayetteville, the team won decisions. They lost the decision to
W illiam Jewell. The debate with the University of Nebraska was non
decision. 8 9

In addition to debating, the Volante listed Sigurd Anderson as
one of the experienced orators in the local oratory contest. He spoke
on "The Menace of Russia. "

Anderson did not win the contest, and no

records of his rank were available.

90

Anderson also spoke at the "Debate Dinner" at the close of the
season.

His address was entitled, "The Men's Southern Trip. 1 1

91

An expanded account of Anderson ' s rhetorical training and
experiences was sought by contacting Mr. William M cC ann, one of

Anderson ' s colleagues. Data obtained from Mcc ann is reported in
"Rhetorical Tenets . "

In summary, Anderson's collegiate speaking experience was
primarily extracurricular.

It included debate, oratory, and banq_uet

speaking in front of college audiences, high school assemblies, and
church congregations.
In addition to activities previously mentioned, the 1932

Coyote noted that Anderson was active in International Relations Club,

Phi Beta Kappa ( scholastic fraternity) and Coyote Stafr.92
Law School
Academic training

Anderson's law school training, according to his transcript,

included no fonnal speech courses.

Anderson stated that the most
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important class he recalled regarding public address was ''Moot C curt. "

In Moot Court, the law students practiced courtroom procedure , includ
ing public address as it applied in the courtroom. 93

His transcript

verified that he participated in Moot Court both semesters 19 36- 37.

No grade was offered or credits received. 9

4

Extracurricular activities
As a full-time law student in 19 35-3 6 and 19 3 6-3 7, Anderson

continued to actively _ compete on the debate team .

In 193.5 -J6 , Anderson was coached by Mr . Sam Shennan.

had auditioned for a position on the team .
"Resolved:

He again

The topics debated were :

That the Agriculture Adjustment Act is Detrimental to the

:Best Interests of the Fanner. " and "Resolved :

That Congress Should

Have Power by a Two-thirds Majority Vote to Override Decisions of the

Supreme C curt Declaring Laws Unconstitutional. " 9.5

A survey of the Volante revealed a record of Anderson's participation.

He upheld the affimative position in a convocation debate

against the University of Nebraska on the agriculture question. 96

Following this debate, the Volante reported, the audience was given
the opportunity to ask questions.97

Anderson also travelled to the Un iversity of Oklahoma where

he debated the affirmative and negative sides of the agriculture ques
tion with approximately nine other schools in the Missouri Valley De

bate League tournarnent. 98 The team placed third in the competition .

Additionally, the teams staged two debates with the University of Ar

kansas at Fayetteville and two debates with the University of Texas at

Austin.

One of the debates in Austin was broadcast over the radio . 99
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In 1936- 37, Anderson not only competed on the debate squad but

l
served as president of the Debate Board of Control . O O

argued in the 1936- 37 season was:

The resolution

"Resolved, that the extension of

consumer cooperatives will contribute to public welfare ."

l Ol

Anderson's participation record in the V olante included sev
eral contests .

He defended the status quo on the negative side of the

issue i n a convocation tournament- against the University of Kansas .

102

H. A . White , director of debate teams at the University of Nebraska,
granted a critic decision in Anderson's favor following the round .
T he Volante offered this explanation of the decision :
H . A. White • • • awarded the decision to the negative
after they had apparently presented the more effective and
vital arguments in the debate.
"As to presentation, " Dean White remarked in rendering
the decision, "the negative were the most effective, being
fluent and at the same time slow enough to be easily under
stood. "
Although both teams showed an equal amount of prepara
-tion and knowledge of the question, the negative applied
their material to the main issues a little more than did the
affi.nna tive, ace ording to Mr. White . He added, in gi-v-ing
his criticisms to the debaters, that the affinnative failed
to establish their burden of proof, as they had set out to do
in the beginning of the debate. l 0 3
For the second yea:r in a row, Anderson was among the University

of South Dakota debaters who attended the Missouri Valley League
tournament.

He debated five rounds on the negative side .

He also

"appeared" in the "after-dinner speaking program" before the St. Louis

Kiwanis Club .

The general subject area was "Congress and the Supreme

Court." 1 04 No further explanation of the event w as discovered.

It was reported in the Volante that Anderson, as the Univer 

sity's "veteran debater," closed the season and his active participation
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in forensics at the debate banquet by :presenting a toast, "End of the
Season •

., l O S

· rn

addition to his activities in debate, the Coyote recorded

that Anderson's law school activities included Delta Theta Phi (Law
Fraternity) , Phi Beta Xap:pa ( scholastic fraternity) , Inter-fraternity

Council, Philosophy Club, Law Association, Coyote staff, and Volante
staff.

As staff writer for the Volante, Anderson authored the column,

"So This Is Col lege. ,. l 06

In law school � as in his undergraduate years, Anderson ' s speech

training and s:peaking experiences were largely extracurricular.

He was

a:p:parently active and effective as a varsity debater for the University
of South Dakota.

In a :personal interview with this writer, Anderson

later recalled, "The most :practical training I received was in debate. "
5-ummation of Rhetorical Training and Ex:perience
To the extent that Anderson's recoll ection and the reports of
school bulletins, transcri:pts, newspa:pers, and yearbooks were accurate,
the following events and :participation characterized Sigurd Anderson's
rhetorical training and ex:perience.

Anderson was ins:pired to pursue

activity in :public address at a very young age.

This-inspiration may

have been fostered by programs which he heard and in which he partici
pated at the country schools near Canton.

At Canton Lutheran Nonnal, Anderson completed one course in

public spea.ld.ng and may have received additional training in English
courses.

He recalled participation in a literary society and with the

interscholastic forensic squad.

At South Dakota State University,

Anderson completed one course in "Argumentation and Debate" and competed
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in debate and extemporaneous speaking. He was also a member of the
Miltonian Literary Society and Pi Xappa Delta.

As an undergraduate

and law student at the University of South Dakota, Anderson completed
no fonnal academic speech courses.
speaking as :Part of "Moot Court . "

He received training in courtroom
Anderson competed for a total of

six years in debate and entered several contests in oratory and
-extemporaneous speaking.
Rhetorical Tenets
I n an attempt to reconstruct the tenets of Sigurd Anderson ' s
rhetorical training, contact was made with Dr. J . H . Mc:Burney, fonner
Dean of the School of Speech at Northw�stern University, Evanston,
Illinois .

Dr. Mc:Burney was one of Anderson's debate coaches at the

University of South Dakota .
of Sigurd Anderson.107

He replied that he had no recollection

Dr. Harold M . Jordan, former head of' the Department of Speech
at the University of South Dakota and fonner colleague of Sigurd
Anderson at South Dakota State College, completed a questionnaire

concerning the tenets of Anderson • s training. Jordan and Anderson
were both students of Mr . George C. McCarty and Mr. Homer Sm ith at

South Dakota State College .

One of Anderson's former debate colleagues at the University of

South Dakota, M r . William Mcc ann, responded to questions concerning

Anderson's rhetorical training in a telephone interview. As colleagues

at the University of South Dakota, McCann and Anderson were both coached
in forensic activities by Dr. McBurney and Mr. Dallas C. Dickey.

Mr . Mcc ann is currently an attorney in Brookings , South Dakota.
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Two of the students who were coached in forensics by Anderson
at Webster High School were contacted in an attem:pt to ascertain the
standards of public address advocated by Anderson as an instructor and
coach.

Professor Clara Chilson Lee, professor of Speech at Augustana

College, Sioux Falls, South Dakota, was unwilling to cooperate with the
investigation or contribute to the study. 108

A personal interview was

conducted with Mr. David Pearson,_ Vice-President for Administration
at South Dakota State University.

Mr. Pearson was a member of

109 Anderson's forensic squad at Webster for one _ year, 1932-JJ .
Mr. Anderson was also interviewed for his recollection of the tenets
of his rhetorical training.

The Elements of Public Speaking by Harry Garfield Houghton, llO

one of Anderson's high school textbooks, and The Spoken Word by

William Norwood Brigance, 111 one of Anderson's college textbooks,
�ere also surveyed for advocated standards of rhetorical practice.
The following is a description of what ap:peared to be the
tenets of· Anderson ' s rhetorical training as recalled by the ·above

individuals and recorded in the textbooks and other sources.
Invention
Logical proof

The importance of careful and extensive preparation in speech

invention was cited by both Anderson1 1 2 and Jordan1 1 3 as an advocated

Pearson also recalled Anderson's insistence on careful
. . 11 4 "Careful" seemed to be defined by all three individuals
preparat ion
standard..

as a nonbiased effort in research and caution in utilizing all available

credible resources.
both textbooir..s .

Procedures of preparation were also stressed in

JO

Houghton suggested wide reading and conversations with

other people as resources .

11 5

Brigance recommended reading and convers-

•
· prepara
.
· . 116
ing,
and encouraged observing
tion
as a thi· rd resource in

When describing preparation, Anderson emphasi zed "wide reading on all

£acets of the subject . "117

Because careful and extensive preparation

was recalled by Anderson, Jordan � and Pearson and advocated in both
textbooks, it must have been an accepted tenet of speech invention.
Relative to support in public address, McC a..11.n related that
both McBurney and Dickey were proponents of the need for factual in
£onnation and documented evidence . 118 Pearson cited the demanding

research advocated by Anderson, but had no recollection of Anderson's
suggestions for its documentation . 119 I n a �ersonal interview,

120
· quotat ions
.
. zed the J.Jnpo
·
An
. rtance of abso1ute accuracy in
• derson emphasi
Neither of the texts referred to use of evidence .

On this basis, it

JJ1ay be concluded that the emphasis of Anderson ' s training in use of
materials and support may have been on extensive, £actual, and accur
ate information .
J ordan recalled that both inductive and deductive patterns of
121
Mcc ann
_reasoning were discussed and encouraged by McC arty and Smith .
related that McBurney and Dickey advocated use of deductive reasoning,
but he had no recollection of inductive reasoning . 1 22 Again, neither
text considered the patterns of reasoning in the inventive process .

Based on the recollections of Jordan and Mcc ann, it would appear that
reasoning was discussed by Anderson ' s forensic coaches .

It was likely

that the use of inductive and deductive reasoning was advocated in

Anderson's training.

Because McCann did not recall inductive reason

ing, deductive reasoning may have been preferred, at least by
McBurney and Dickey.
Ethical proof
Regarding the speaker in the inventive process, Jordan stated
that McCarty was "particularly strong on character and personality of
a speaker. "

Jordan also wrote that M cCarty stressed honesty and

sincerity in speaking. 12 3 Pearson recollected Anderson's suggestion
of the need for a speaker to be c onfident and self-assured in front of

the audience. 124 Briganc� listed the following characteristics as
standards for the speaker :

"strong moral character, self-control,

sincerity, earnestness, respect for the audience, courtesy, fairness,

tact , and personality. " 1 2 5

It is apparent on these bases that person

ality and character of the speaker were considered in Anderson's
rhetorical training.

It is difficult to state the specific person

ality traits or principles of character that were advocated.

However,

it is probable that honesty, sincerity, and self-control were advocated,
since they were emphasized by Brigance and recalled by J ordan and
Pearson .
Emotional proof

Houghton maintained that a speech must be vital to an au.
- 126 Brigance similarly emphasized the
. terest and experience.
di· ence's in
audience in speech invention.

In The S:poken W ord each of the canons

is developed in terms of the audience.

Similarly, Anderson declared

the need for audience awareness in public address .

Relative to

emotional �roof, he also recalled the need for audience analysis in
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terms of age, occupations, and inte_rests, awareness of audience

reactions, and use of humor. 1 27 Pearson also cited the emphasis

12 8
. re1a ting
.
.
And erson p1aced on use of humor in
Brig.
.
to an aud ience
ance and Houghton further eX]?anded the importance of emotionaJ. proof
by outlining the purposes of public address in terms of audiences.
Brigance wrote that a speech may seek "to interest, stimulate, or in
form the audience. 0

to enterlain. 130

129

T o these, Houghton added that a speech may seek

Since he recalled the canon in what appears to be

near complete agreement with the textbooks, it seemed that the .need
for effective emotional proof was deeply impressed on Anderson.

Effec·

tive. ei11oti•onal proof in Andexson! s rhetorical· training seemed to em
phasize the need for purposeful address in terms of the audience,
audience analysis to enhance appropriateness of the ad.dress, humor to
stimulate the audience's attention, and sensitivity of audience
reaction as feedback.
Summation of inventional tenets

The inventive process, as advocated in Anderson ' s rhetorical

training, appeared to include the following tenets:
1)

The inventive process requires careful and extensive

2)

Claims asserted in an address should be supported by

3)

Inductive reasoning and deductive reasoning should be

4)

Personality and character of the speaker are important .

preparation.

accurate factual information.

utilized in drawing conclusions from the infonnation .

A speaker should be honest, sincere, and self-controlled .

.3.3
5)

The address should have a clearly defined purpose for the .

6)

The speaker should analyze his audience (i. e. age, occu

7)

Humor should be used to stimulate the audience's interest

8)

The speaker should be aware of audience reactions to - his

audience.

pation, and interest , etc. ) to insure appropriateness of the address.
and attention in the address.
address.

Arrangement

Relative to the canon of arrangement , Jordan recalled that

careful orgo.nization was ''constantly stressed" by M cCarty and Smith. 131
McC ann also indicated that McBurney and Dickey emphasized organizing

one's thoughts in public address. 1 3 2 Anderson cited the importance of

dividing the address into "beginning, middle and end sections. "

He also

r ecalled that he was taught to "take things in a logical order" --dealing
-with one topic at a time around a unified purpose.

From his explana

tion, it appeared that "logical order" referred to a seq_uential develop
4
ment which the audience could follow. 1 33 Both Anderson13 and Hough
1 35

ton

described the use of an outline as "essential."

Houghton

1 36

and

Erigance1 37 recommended dividing an address into the introduction, dis
cussion, and conclusion.

They advocated securing the " favorable atten

tion of the audience" and presenting the central idea in the introduc
tion, developing that idea by carefully arranged "main heads" in the
discussion, and summarizing the conclusion.
ment were suggested for the discussion:
logical order.

Three patterns of arrange

logical, topical, and chrono

Brigance also cited three potential weaknesses of the
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conclusion :

excessive length, the presentation of new material, and

anti-climactic finish. 1 38

�ive tenets emerged concerning the arrangement of an address :
1)

The address should have a central idea, or theme.

2)

The address should be sequentially developed in an intro

3)

The introduction should captivate the audience's attention

4)

The discussion should develop the central theme.

5)

The conclusion should summarize and should not be anti

duction, discussion, and conclusion.
and present the central idea .

This

development may be in a logical, topical, or chronological order.
climactic, lengthy, or include new material.
Style

The standards of training relative to style seemed to be more
readily recalled by each of the individuals consulted than they were
for other canons. · Jordan wrote, " . • . McC �y talked about use of
language in tenns of vividness and correct usage. 1 1 139 McC ann said that
McBurney and Dickey encouraged correct construction and the presentation
of ideas in an " interesting way."

He remembered the importance of lang

uage in sustaining the attention of the audience. 1 40

Pearson recol

l ected A nderson's emphasis on the "color" of style . 141 Anderson related
that style must be simple and appropriate to the audience.

He explained

appropriateness by citing several examples of professional organiza
tions (i. e. of teachers, businessmen, and lawyers) and the need to be
aware of the jargon applicable to that group of people.

Simple language

may be defined as understandable for the audience and not subject to
multiple interpretations .

In demonstrating the importance of simple ·
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language, he theorized that Abraham Lincoln ' s effectiveness was a
result of his ability to use the simpl� language of his audience.

1 42

�lthough Houghton did not treat style, Brigance summarized his
advocated tenets of language utilization:
the most effective possible style:
mic. "

143

words. 11

"Express your thoughts in .

vivid, energetic, moving, rhyth

He characterized vividness as "specific, simple, and nuance

144

The standards of style advocated in Anderson's rhetorical
training may be summarized in the following four tenets:

1)
2)
3)
4)

Language should be grammatically correct.
Language should be vivid.

Language should be appropriate for the audience.
Language should be simple.
Memory

When asked about use of notes or memory in public address,
Anderson responded, "One of the worst things you can have an audience
say about you is, 'My God, he read his speech . "'

Anderson acknowledged

that use of notes is permissible but that delivery must be extemporized
and never read. 145 Pearson affirmed this tenet by recalling that notes

were allowed only for points of reference. 146 McC ann also remembered
the emphasis of an extemporaneous style of address. 147 Houghton did
not refer to use of notes or memory, but Brigance advocated extemporaneous de1 ivery.
.

148

None of the individuals interviewed commented on

the memorization of an address.

It was assumed that because they con

sistently spoke of extemporaneous style with brief notes or an outline
that memorizing must not have been an approved mode of delivery .
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One tenet was consistent among all sources as a standard
regarding memory.
1)

Use of notes is permissible, but delivery is to be

extemporaneous.
Delivery
Relative to the mode of delivery advocated in Anderson's .
rhetorical training, a discrepancy emerged among sources of informa
tion.

Jordan summarized, "A direct, conversational style of speaking

14
was encouraged. 11 9 � cC ann also recalled that emphasis in delivery
·
was on a natural presentation. 1 50 Houghton also supported a conversa-

tional mode of delivery.

He acknowledged that there are degrees of

fonnality within "conversational" presentation, but claimed that a
speaker should "merely converse with the audience as he would converse

with a single individual in that audience. 0 1 5 1

While it would appear

that Anderson was taught to be conversational, Pearson recalled that as
an instructor, Anderson "encouraged you to be more oratorical--rather
than conversational. "

He further explained that oratorical delivery

1
was more powerful and formal than private conversation. 52

It was

�ossible that Pearson did not accurately recall Anderson's position,
that Anderson was suggesting a more fonnal degree of conversational

delivery, that conversational delivery was a tenet of Anderson ° s train
ing that he chose not to utilize, or that it was not a tenet of his
training. To the extent that Jordan, McC ann, and Houghton independ
ently concurred, however, it seemed that it must have been an advocated
standard. Anderson said that effective delivery is the type of contact

a spea!--er ma��es with an audience that allows him to communicate with

them.

153
This would suggest that Anderson was taught the conversa-

37

tional approach to delivery .
�dditionally , Anderson discussed the need to use gestures

1
effectively without "overdoing them. " 54 McC ann recalled the necess

ity of purposeful and natural gestures. 155 Pe�son remembered that

Anderson encouraged the use of gestures. 15 6 Houghton encouraged spon
taneity in action and gesture. 15�

It is apparent that effective

delivery included spontaneous and pu_ryoseful gestures.
Houghton disc·ussed the need for voice inflection ( in pitch,
rate, time, quality, and force) and its necessity for effectiveness in
emphasis. 158 Anderson also recalled, "Voice modulation is extremely
important. 11 1 59 Both Anderson and Houghton emphasized the need for

·
·
· effective
. t ion
voice
prOJeC
in
spea-king. 160
·

Anderson summarized that

as a prerequisite for effective delivery, the "
hear you ,. . . 161

audience has to

Houghton also di-scussed correct enunciation and pronunciation

£or effective delivery.

This was not mentioned by other informants,

though it is possible that correct pronunciation was considered an
element of " style. 0 162

Finally, Pearson recalled the importance of appearance and

stature in Anderson's standards of delivery.

He explained that Ander

son required good posture and neat appearance for his debaters. 1 63

Anderson summarized the standards of delivery in his "motto" :

"Stand Up, Spea k Up, Shut Up ! 11

1 64

This incorporated the nee essi ty of

voice projection and appropriate posture.

Three standards of delivery seemed to be consistent among

those involved in Anderson's rhetorical training :
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1)

2)

3)

Delivery should be conversational.

Movement and gestures should be purposeful and spontaneous.

A speaker should project his voice so the entire audience

can hear and inflect his voice for emphasis and meaning .

It is difficult to determine the remaining standards as they

were recalled by only one individual or listed only in a textbook.
The following may have also been advocated tenets:
1)

2)

Words should be correctly enunciated and pronounced.

A speaker should have a neat appearance and good posture.
Summation of Rhetorical Tenets

The investigations outlined in this chapter have suggested that
the fqllowing tenets were advocated in Anderson ' s rhetorical training:
Invention
1)

The inventive process requires careful and extensive

2)

Claims asserted in an address should be supported by

preparation.

accurate factual inf'onnation.

3)

Inductive reas_oning and deductive reasoning should be

4)

Personality and character of the speaker are important.

5)

The address should be purposeful for the audience.

utilized in drawing conclusions from the infonnation.

A speaker should be honest, sincere, and self-controlled.
6)

The speaker should analyze his audience ( i. e . age, occu

pation, interests, etc. ) to insure appropriateness of the address .
7)

Humor should be used to stimulate the audience's interest

8)

The speaker should be aware of audience reactions to his

and attention in the address.
address.
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Arrangement

1)

The address should have a central idea, or theme.

2) The theme should be se4uentially developed in an intro
duction, discussion, and conclusion.
3)

The introduction should captivate the audience's attention

4)

The discussion should develop the central theme .

5)

The conclusion should summarize and should not be anti

and present the central theme.
This

development may be in a logical, topical, or chronological order.
climactic, lengthy, or include new material.
Style
1)

Language should be grammatically correct.

2)

Language should be vivid.

3)

Language should be appropriate to the aud.i ence.

4)

Language should be simple.

1)

Use of notes is permissible, but delivery is to be

Memory
extemporaneous.
Deliver;1:
1)

Delivery should be conversational .

2)

Movement and gestures should be purposeful and spontaneous.

3)

A speaker should project his voice so the entire audience

4)

Words should be correctly enunciated and pronounced.

can hear and inflect his voice for meaning and emphasis.
5)

A speaker should have a neat appearance and good posture.
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CHAPTER III
SIGURD ANDERSON'S RHETORICAL PRACTICES
The purposes of Chapter Three were to describe the rhetorical
practices apparent in four of Anderson's addresses and attempt to
evaluate the extent to which he utilized the tenets of his rhetorj cal
training in his public addresses.
tions have been sought :

1)

Essential�y, answers to two �ues

What practices regarding invention,

arrangement, style, memory, and delivery did Anderson utilize in his
public· addresses? and 2)

To what extent did these practices follow

the tenets of his rhetorical training?
In an attempt to detennine Anderson's rhetorical practices,
four addresses were selected from thirty available manuscript copies
and one audited address .

The copies were obtained from Anderson .

Copies were also sought at the Hilton M. Briggs Library where only
the Inaugural Addresses were available.

The four addresses to be

analyzed were selected on the basis of the following criteria:
1)

Chronological cross-section of Anderson 's public speaking

2)

Public addresses delivered in a variety of capacities to

career,
different audiences--as governor, as commissioner, as Masonic Grand
Orator, and as occasional speaker,
3)
and

At least one address which could be audited by the writer,

4)
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Importance of the addresses as determined by the writer.

It was determined that these four addresses met the criteria:

the

South Dakota Gubernatorial Inaugural Address, January 2, 1951 ; "Have
You Been Fooled Lately? ", an address delivered as Federal Trade Com
missioner at Bloomsburg State College, Bloomsburg, Pennsylvania,
July 12, 1961 ; "America on Trial, " the address delivered as Grand
Orator to the Ninety-Third Communication of the Grand Lodge of S outh
Dakota, June 14, 1976 ; and an occasional address delivered at the
President's Day Assembly, Clark Junior High School, February 20, 1978.
The texts of the Inaugural Address, the Federal T rade Commissioner
address, and the Masonic Lodge address were copied in the Appendix.

A

recording made by the writer of the President's Day address is in his
possession.
Each address was analyzed in terms of the rhetoricaJ. tenets
advocated in Anderson's rhetorical training.

Preceding each analysis,

an attempt was made to reconstruct the environment of the address.
This "Rhetorical Environment" included such elements as the setting,
the audience, pertinent issues surrounding the address, and the signif
icant events which appear to have preceded the delivery of the address .
Gubernatorial Inaugural Address
Three of Anderson's addresses as Governor were available: two
inaugural addresses--1951 and 1953, and his farewell address to the
legislature--1955.

It appeared that the first Inaugural offered the

widest cross-section of Anderson ' s practices and was the most important.
That it was the most important was also supported by Donald L.
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Wolfarth's discussion of presidential inaugurals in the Quarterly
J ournal of Speech. Wolfarth concluded that first inaugural addresses
1
tended to be more significant than second addresses.

Governor Anderson delivered his first Inaugural Address to the

Thirty-Second Regular Session of the South Dakota Legislature on Jan
uary 2, 1951 in Pierre, South Da.�ota.2 The bound manuscript copy of

the address obtained from Anderson was compared to an Associated Press
account of the address in the Daily Argus Leader 3 in an attempt to es
tablish textual authenticity .

No discrepancies were found .

Since no

evidence disputing the accuracy of the text was found, it was assumed
that it was an accurate account of the address.
Rhetorical Environment
Anderson delivered his first Inaugural Address ap�roximately
two months after his election to the governorship in November, 1950.

His victory in the General Election of November 7, 1950 had been pre
ceded by his nomination in the Primary Election on June 6, 1950 .

On

the Republican ballot of that Primary Election, Anderson had faced
four opponents:

Joe Foss, Boyd Leedom, Irwin R. Erickson, and
Charles J. Dalthorp . 4 It was reported in the Daily Argus Leader that
significant among issues in the campaign were highway funds and public
support for rural power districts. Anderson's positions were reported
as:
1)

Favoring increased appropriations for highways by trans

ferring funds from the general fund to the highway fund and increasing

the gas tax, 5 and

2)

Supporting the

1 949 Pub�ic Power Bill which allowed public
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support for rural power districts. 6

In the first tabulation of the Primary Election, Anderson

3.5 . 01 81 per cent of the votes. 7 Because the total was so

rec.eived

close to the necessary

3.5 percent, a recount was held.

tabulation, Anderson received

In the final

3.5 , 6098 , or 3.5 . 331 9 per cent, of the

100 ,770 votes cast . 9 While the recount changed his percentage slightly,
it did not materially alter the election outcome .

Joe Robbie, Jr. of

Mitchell, South Dakota, was the unopposed nominee of the Democ�atic

Party. 1 0

Five issues of the campaign between Anderson and Robbie were
reviewed by the Daily Argus Leader.

The review reflected the follow-

ing positions as advocated by Anderson :
1)

Combining the State Board of Pardons and the Board of

Charities and Corrections.
2)

Returning ten million dollars to the highway fund to

replace monies diverted for rural credit debt payment and further
increasing highway funds by a one cent per gallon increase in the motor
fuel tax,
3)

Opposing any new taxes except the increase in gas taxes,

4)

Increasing state aid to education and studying public

5)

Testing the public power law

financing of school systems, and
workability. 11

(1 949) to detennine its

Anderson was elected to the governorship in the General Elec

tion on November 7, 1950.

It was recorded in the South Dakota Legis

lative Manual that Anderson received

154 , 2 54 votes while Robbie

received

99 , 062 . 12
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Following the election, the positions of Governor- ·

elect Anderson were summarized in the Dailr Argus Leader:
Anderson's first tenn as governor will not likely create any
major reforms in state government. He pledged throughout the
campaign "an administration of good government, that will keep a
surplus in the treasury and pay its bills. "
He pledged himself to a long-ranged &i9_] highway program.
He endorsed the Republican platform which called for (1) re
storing money diverted from the highway funds between 19 33-37,
( 2) increase /jii/ the gas tax by one cent a gallon, ( 3 ) a ·
systematic program of improvements based on studies by the
legislative interim committee.
He endorsed the Pick-Sloan program of river development
with state voice and said, "I want no part of a Missouri Valley
authority. "1 3
The -audience addressed by Anderson at his 1951 I naugural was

also detennined in part by the November 7 General Election.

The Repub

lican majority in the state election and in Anderson's audience was
evident in the South Dakota Legislative Manual biographical description
of the 19 51 legislators.

Of 35 Senators , 29 were Republicans and 6

were Democrats. 14 Of 75 representatives in the House, 64 were Republicans and 11 were Democrats . 1 5 To the extent that party membership
was an indication of ideological agreement and similar policy positions,

Anderson addressed an audience which was positively predisposed to his
ideological assessments and policy advocacies.

The setting for Anderson's address was the opening day of the
19 51 legislative session .

It seemed that this setting would be char

acterized by anticipation of legislative activities and enactments.
B ecause legislation tends to be policy oriented, the opening session
would likely seek policy direction.
If reporting was accurate, it may be concluded that the
"Rhetorical Environment" was characterized by anticipation of legis
lative policies, a sizeable Republican majority in both legislative

assemblies, and the following policy proposals advocated in Anderson ' s
campaign:
i)

Increased funding for highways by transfer of funds from

the general fund to the highway fund and increasing the gas tax,
2)

Trial of the existing public power act,

3)

Combination of the Board of Pardons and the Board of

Charities and Corrections,
4)

Benefits for dependents of veterans who lost their lives

with less than 90 days of service in World War II ,
No added or increased truces ; and

5)

Increased state aid to education and . study of the public

6)

financing of school systems.
Invention
Logical proof
The investigations conducted in Chapter Two suggested three
tenets of logical proof advocated in Anderson's rhetorical training.
They were:
The inventive process requires careful and extensive

1)
preparation.
2)

Claims asserted in an address should be supported by

accurate factual information.
3)

Inductive reasoning an� deductive reasoning should be

utilized in drawing conclusions from the information .
Determination of the means and extent of preparation is very
difficult because of the time elapsed since the address.

Anderson

recalled in an interview that the inaugural address required much
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preparation because of the necessity of precise statement of positions.

16 Several sources in Chapter T o suggested use of resources as
�

an indication of extensiveness of preparation .

Therefore, the extent

of preparation may be determined in part by observation of the re
sources utilized in the address .

However, because no feasible methods

were discovered of determining when Anderson ' s positions were formu
lated or what resources were consulted, it was impossible to consider
the "carefulness" of Anderson's preparation .
Scrutiny of the manuscript revealed that Anderson cited "The
Budget of the State of South Dakota for the Biennium 1951-1953, " South
Dakota laws, the Constitution of the State of South Dakota, and federal
17

legislation

frequently throughout the address .

Additionally, al

though he does not label them as such in the address, he included all
six of the campaign issues revealed in "Rhetorical Environment . "

A

further attempt to determine extensiveness of preparation for the
address was made by surveying the Daily Argus Leader issues covering
the campaign and for one week preceding delivery of the address for pos
sible significant issues which might have been included in the address
but were not .

No such omissions were found.

On the basis of his util-

ization of resources and consideration of current issues, it may be con

cluded that Anderson's preparation was sufficiently extensive .
The claims made in Anderson ' s address were stated consistently
as recommendations to the legislature .
they were not claims .

It may then be argued that

To the extent, however, that they were the major

assertions of the address, it appeared that the tenet mandated support
ive factual information .

In some instances, Anderson cited statistics
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to support his claims.

When discussing appropriations for veteran's

be�efits, Social Security, highways, and Indian affairs, he offered

l
. t ics
·
for do11 ars that should be appropria
st atis
· t ed . S For the remain·

der of his claims, Anderson explained his positions and recommendations
and offered no factual support .

It was concluded that he confo:rmed to

the tenet in some instances.
Anderson seemed to use deductive reasoning throughout the
ad.dress.

This is exemplified by the enthymematic categorical syllogism

in his discussion of e
_ ducation .

The unstated major premise was " impor ..:.

tan� progr�s need money ." Anderson then stated that education was

important.

Therefore, he concluded that education appropriations must

be made. 1 9 A similar pattern appeared to have been followed for
appropriation recommendations throughout the address .

In advocating consolidation of the State Board of Pardons and
B oard of Charities and Corrections, Anderson stat ed that both perfo:rmed
similar functions. 20

It was apparent that the major premise of a

hypothetical syllogism was understood.

That is, if the boards have

similar funct�ons, then they should be consolidated .

Anderson drew

conclusions with deductive processes throughout this address.

There

fore, he consistently following the tenet of his training in this
inventional practice.

For this address, it appeared that a determination of " careful"
preparation was not possible, that Anderson prepared extensively, that
he supported some claims statistically and did not offer factual infor
mation for remaining claims, and that he utilized deductive reasoning
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throughout .

Therefore, it seemed that he adhered to the tenets of

his training, with the exception of some exclusions of factual
infonnation .
Ethical proof

Anderson's rhetorical training included one tenet applicable

to ethical proof:
1)

tant .

The personality and character of the speaker are impor

A speaker should be honest, sincere, and self-controlled.
Since the writer was unable to observe the address and no

available accounts of the address reported reactions to Anderson's
personality or character, it was difficult to make a precise deter
mination concerning his efforts at establishing ethical proof.

The

Daily Argus Leader reported that legislators "liked" Anderson ' s mes
sage ; 21 however, the article considered issues rather th.an person
ality or character .

The Republican majority in Anderson's audience

likely perceived him as honest and sincere .

Anderson may also have asserted his sincerity in the intro-

duction and conclusion of the address :

I am mindful of the fact that yours is the function to legis
late--that mine is the obligation to execute and carry out
I offer ou my fullest cooperation at all times and in all
things.2

2

In conclusion, I assure
during your term of office.
nection with the conduct of
of the fact that government
balanced and varied . . .23

you of my whole- hearted support
I solicit your ideas in con
state government . I am mindful
seen through many eyes is both

In a personal letter to the writer on February 28, 1 978,

Dr . Harold W. J ordan, one of Anderson ' s forensic colleagues at South
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Dakota State C ollege, c ommented on Anderson's personality in public
speaking.

Alth o ugh the comment was not in specific reference t o

this I naugural Address, it may be applicable.

His personality hasn't changed much during the yea:rs. He
spoke at one of our speech ban�uets here a year or two ago
and you still feel that you are 1istening to an honest,
capable and trustworthy citizen. 24

To the extent Jordan's statement was applicable and because

Anderson asserted his sincerity, it was concluded that Anderson
accurately foll o wed the tenet for ethical pr oof.
Em o tional pr o of
Relative to emotional proof, Anderson's training included
four tenets:
1)

The address should have a clearly defined purp ose .

2)

The speaker should analyze his audience to insure

3)

Humor should be used to stimulate the audience ' s

4)

The speaker sh ould be aware of audience reactions t o

appr opriateness

of

the address.

interest and attention in the address.
his address.

I n the introducti on, Anderson apparently established the

purpose of his address for the 1 9.51 Legislature •

• • • I shall present for your consideration a number of ideas
that impress me as being important. I am mindful of the fact
that yours is the function to legislate--that mine is the obli
gation to execute and carry out. As the elected representa
tives of the people you have the great privilege and duty to
make the laws for the State. Many of y ou are n ot strangers
to these legislative halls ; your experience and legislative
"know h o w" will be invaluable. I know that all of you come
here to perform great tasks. I know that you hold the wel
fare of South Dakota and that of the peo ple as the most

important consideration. To the end that both the legislative
and executive branches of our government may function best , I
offer you my fullest cooperation at all times and in all
things • . • I feel certain that when the 32nd legislative
assembly has come and gone, that the people of South Dakota
will applaud your efforts. Let us all work toward that end. 25
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Anderson established the purpose of the address in the desire for
executive and legislative branches to work cooperatively for effec
tive state government. To that end, he made recommendations for
legislative consideration.

In conformity with this tenet, Anderson

clearly defined the purpose of his address for his audience.
Anderson also confirmed the appropriateness of his address
in the opening statement.
The Constitution of the State of South Dakota provides
that the Governor shall at the commencement of each session
present to the legislature such recommepdations as he deems
necessary to the welfare of the State.2b
Hence, the address was ordained by the Constitution.

Anderson's

reference to the experience of the legislators (See �uotation on
page 58.) suggested that he had analyzed the audience.

Whether or

not he considered individual legislators, his statements relative
to the purpose of the legislature implied awareness of the group's

function. In light of that function, his recommendation for legis

lation insured the appropriateness of this address for the audience .
No overt utilization of humor as an inventional device was
observed in this address. Two statements were noted, however, that
may have been intended in less than a completely serious vein.

It

was possible that use of humor as an inventional practice was sub

ject to situational variables, and Anderson chose these statements
instead of overt humor because of the rhetorical environment:

An examination of the State of South Dakota shows that we
are in good shape. I wish the rest of the world was in as
good a condition ! 27
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Highways are very important in our motorized world.
There is scarcely a South Dakotan today who doesn't have an
original plan for highway developmen t.28
It was concl uded that Anderson's humor in his Inaugural Address was
subtle, probably because of the fonnality of the occasion.

Evidence

of occasional adherence to the tenet was detected.
In a telephone interview with the writer , Anderson stated
that the Inaugural Address was carefully prepared in advance and

delivered from a manuscript. 29 Conse4uently, it seemed that he did
not utilize audience feedback as a source of invention. While he may
have been aware of his audience, no indications existed that he
altered his address as a result of feedback.

C onsidering the reports

of positive reactions from the legislators in the Daily Argus

Leader , 30 it was possible that audience feedback was positive, and
no need for adaptation existed.
Anderson clearly defined the purpose of his address and
assured its appropriateness for the audience.

He rarely utilized

humor, probably because of the formality of the situation .

While

it may have been unnecessary , he apparently did not respond to
audience feedback.
Arrangement

The following tenets emerged in Chapter Two relative to
advocated standards of arrangement in Anderson ' s rhetorical training:
1)

The address should have a central theme .
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2)

The theme should be sequentially developed in an intro

duction, discussion, and conclusion.
3)

The introduction should captivate the audience g s atten

4)

The discussion should develop the central theme in a

5)

The conclusion should summarize and should not be anti

tion and present the central theme .
logical, topical, or chronological order .
climactic, lengthy, or include new material .
The development of a central theme was partially considered
in "Emotional proof . "

The purpose which Anderson established for

his audience also seemed to be the central theme .

Essentially,

Anderson stated that he would recommend legislation to maintain the
" sound, stable, and progressive" government of the state . 31

The address was divisible into an introduction, discussion,
and conclusion.

The introduction presented the theme of the address.

Whether Anderson secured the attention of the audience was not
reported in accounts of the address.

However, it appeared that

the introduction sought to secure audience attention by direct
address .

In the introduction , Anderson repeatedly referred to the

audience as " you. "
The theme, recommendations for more effective government by
legislative action, was developed in the discussion in a topical

order .

Recommendations were considered sequentially.

For example,

Anderson first discussed ''Fiscal Affairs, " then "Education , "

"Apportionment , " "Veterans, " and so on through each of eighteen

recommendations. 3 2
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The conclusion was not too lengthy--78 words--did not
include any new material, and was not deemed anti-climac tic.

It

restated the theme of the address:
I am mindful of the fact that government seen through many
eyes is both balanced and varied. Your duty and mine is to
work together for the good of the State of South Dakota. 33
However, it did not summarize the development of that theme or any
of the rec ommendations .

Therefore, it did not appear that Anderson

£ully followed the tenet for conclusions.
Summarily, it appeared that Anderson's Inaugural Address did
have a central theme, developed through an introduction , discussion,
and conclusions .

The topically arranged discussion appeared to

follow the advocated tenet.

If Anderson secured the attention of

the audience in the introduction, that was also consistent with the
tenet .

The conclusion adhered to the advocated tenet, with the

exception of a re�uisite summary.
Style
It was concluded in Chapter Two that Anderson's training
advocated the following tenets relative to style
1)

Language must be grammatically correct .

2)

Language must be vivid.

3)

Language must be appropriate to the audience .

4)

Language must be simple.

Scrutiny of the manuscript revealed no gram.�atical errors
in the la.r1o.c:ruage of the Inaugural Address, nor would they be expected
in a manuscript for such an occasion.

6J
V ividness was defined by Brigance in_ The Spoken Word as
specific, simple, and nuance words.

It appeared that "vivid" in

A nderson's rhetorical training referred largely to the "color" of
langu.age--the :presentation of ideas in an interesting way.

Examina

tion of the Inaugural Address revealed several instances of what
seemed to be vivid language.
Demands for war mobilization needs may curtail the construc
tion, repair, and maintenance activities at our State insti
tutions and our highways. It would appear that you will have
to legislate with one eye to South Dakota and the other eye
to world conditions. 3 4
No legislative message would be complete without reference
to agriculture. South Dakota and agriculture are almost syn
onymous tenns. This most important industry must continue to
receive assistance from state government. 35
In this day and age of fast and faster automobiles, the old
rules of the team and one box wagon traveling at the rate of
two and one-half miles an hour do not apply. An automobile
today is a guided missile and we had better look to the guide
of that missile ! 36
South Dakotans are becoming more conscious of the part
that water plays in daily life. The combination of water and
land is going to spell greater prosperity , diversification,
and stability for South Dakota. I t is up to us to have the
vision and to furnish the drive so that we will be ready when
the hour of opportunity comes. 37

The :preceding excerpts exemplified use of imagery, description, and
illustration to achieve vividness of style.
Because the writer was not in attendance at the address,
evaluation of the appropriateness of the language was difficult.
Comparison of the language of the address and that of newspapers of
the time suggested that the language utilized by Anderson was not
uncommon for the time or audience.

The comment in the Daily Argus
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Leader that legislators viewed the message positively would also
conf'irm that the language was suitable . for the audience.38

Anderson's language did not appear to be subject to multiple
interpretations, which _ suggested that it was generally simple. How- .
ever, two quotations from codified laws of the state did seem rather

complex.39 Anderson proceeded to make his recommendations directly
a:fter the quotations. Perhaps- interpretations might have been en
hanced by briefly summarizing the quotations before recommending
One of these was the Veteran ' s Bonus Bill.

changes .

Two groups of

veterans were excluded from the bonus based on days of service .
stipulations might have been unclear upon initial hearing .

The

There

fore, ·simplicity may have been improved by clarifying statements.
Anderson's stylistic practices followed the advocated tenets
rather closely .

His language appeared grammatically correct, vivid,

and appropriate .

With the exception of two quotations, it was also

deemed simple.
Memory
One tenet relative-to memory was suggested by investigations
in Chapter Two :
1)

Use of notes is permissible, but delivery is to be

extemporaneous.

I n a telephone interview, Anderson acknowledged that because

of the necessity of precise statement, the I naugural Address was

delivered from a prepared manuscript.40 In this situation , it must
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be concluded that he did not confonn to the tenet of his rhetorical
training, yet there was a compelling reason for this departure.
Delivery
The following tenets of delivery emerged from inquiries into
Anderson's rhetorical training:
1)

Delivery should be conversational.

2)

Movement and gestures should be purposeful and spon

3)

A speaker should project his voice so the entire audience

4)

Words should be correctly enunciated and pronounced .

taneous.
�an hear and inflect his voice for emphasis and meaning.
5)

A speaker should have a neat appearance and good posture.

Because the writer was unable to attend the address and found
no reports of delivery, detennination of Anderson's practices of
delivery was inhibited.

No conclusions could be drawn concerning

Anderson's delivery in his first Inaugural.

Analysis of "delivery"

may be found in the "Delivery" portion of the President ' s Day address
which was audited {See page 100-1. ) .

Federal Trade Commissioner Address
Copies of 24 of Anderson ' s address as Federal Trade Commis
sioner were obtained from him.

It was determined that an address

between 1959 and 1961 would improve chronological representation of

Anderson ' s public speaking.
that three-year period :

Three manuscripts had been obtained from

"Advertising Practices in the Sixties, " to
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the American Home Laundry Manufacturers Association ; "An Examination
Jnto the Settlement and Compliance Procedures of the Federal Trade
Commission , " to the Pacific Northwest Regional Meeting of the Ameri
can Bar Association ; and "Have You Been Fooled Lately?" to Bloomsburg
State College.

Outlines of three addresses during this time period

were also consulted ; however, because manuscript texts were not dis
covered, they were not selected for analysis.

Of the six addresses

from that period, "Have You Been Fooled Lately?" appeared to be the

most significant general statement of commission policy. 41

Hence, it

was selected for analysis.
The manuscript of the Bloomsburg address was obtained from
Anderson.

Because no other accounts of the address were discovered ,

no procedures could be completed to establish textual authenticity.
Any discrepancies would likely affect analysis of style only.
Rhetorical Environment
The selected address was delivered to the summer session of
Bloomsburg State College, Bloomsburg, Pennsylvania .

Anderson recalled

that it was a public lecture. 42 Apparently those in attendance were
primarily students and faculty of the college.

A spring enrollment

of 1, 7 00 students and 106 staff was recorded in the World Almanac,
1961.

Bloomsburg State was also reported as primarily an institution

of teacher preparation. 43 These descriptions of the environment sug
gested that Anderson spoke to college students and faculty of an
institution of teacher education.

At the time of the address, Ander

son had completed over half of his tenure on the Federal Trade

Commission .

This address was delivered in his official capacity as

commissioner .

Logical proof

Invention

The first standard of logical proof in Anderson's rhetorical
training mandated careful and extensive preparation.

Evidence of

preparation in the address included breadth of t opic discussion--from
health products and marketed business opportunities to educational
frauds and Federal Trade Commission procedures in contr olling busi

ness deception . 44 Anderson's resources in developing these topics

included United States law (Fur Products Labeling Act) , 4 5 reports of

Commission activities and accomplishments ( against advance fee deals,
deceptive pricing, etc. ) , 46 guides published by the C ommission
(Cigarette Advertising Guides, Tire Advertising Guides, Guides

Against Deceptive Advertising of Guarantees, etc.) 47 and quotations

from literature ( Carl Sandburg, Will Rogers, Sinclair Lewis, etc. ) .48

Anderson's address evidenced significant breadth of preparation .
was concluded that he effectively adhered to this tenet of his

It

training .

Anderson's training also advocated that claims asserted in an

address be supported by accurate factual infonnation.

In this ad

dress, Anderson cited statistics, examples, and quotations from

authorities. Three claims, supported by statistics, were exemplified
by this quotation :
This type of operation, according to authorities, cost the
American people around $ 60 million in 1957. 49
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Examples were utilized in five claims in the address.

They are

typified by the following example:
An enterprising young man in the New England States recently
came into contact with the Commission on a scheme called a
diploma equivalency plan. For a certain stated consideration,
this young man and his school--of about two teachers--would
test individuals in any desired educational field, and, if
they met the test, they would receive an equivalency diploma. 50
Anderson also quoted authorities in two instances.

The following

excerpt represented his quotations from authority:
Rabbit skin could be processed to look like a very expensive
fur. Processed rabbit skin with an exotic foreign name was
sold widely . • . According to fur products authorities,
there are 95 "names" for rabbit skin , including such names as
Baltic Lion, Electric Seal, Electric Beaver, and Hudson Bay
Sea1. 5 1
For other explanations, Anderson utilized hypothetical examples.
Two such explanations were found, exemplified by this quotation
concerning deceptive pricing:
This is the type of sales technique that is a fraud upon
the public. It can be explained as follows: The prospective
customer sees a product advertised in the store. The product,
let us say, is a watch marked $7 5 , Someone has stricken the
$75 with a marking pencil and down below are these words:
"Now $ 20". L sic J . . . This is a tremendous inducement to
buy . The- fact of the matter is that the watch had never
sold for $75, and cffering the watch at this considerably
"lower" price is just a gimmick. 52
While hypothetical examples are not " factual" material and, therefore,
probably not included in the advocated tenet, they appeared to be
effective illustrative material.

It was concluded that in this ad

dress Anderson followed the tenet advocating factual material in most
situations, and that deviations from that tenet generally did not
weaken his inventional practices.

Finally, investigations of Anderson's rhetorical training
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c.oncluded that inductive and deductive reasoning _should be employed
in drawing conclusions.

With few exceptions, Anderson's reasoned

conclusions were drawn by deductive processes.

For each topic,

Anderson stated a generalization and then applied that to specific
situations.

Anderson's discussion of fraudulent business opportuni

ties exemplified his reasoning method.
This is an area where the Commission has been very active
in stopping many schemes . . . Some of the types of business
opportunities that the Commission has stopped are certain
vending machine operations , home �epair operations, and the
like. Some time ago, a large number of retired farmers in
a midwestern State who had invested heavily in vending
machines attempted to sell the machines back to the opera
tor . • . When he was asked to buy the machines back, he
made the classic comment, "I am in the business of selling
vending machines, not buying vending machines. " I cannot
stress too strongly that those who are looking for business
opportunity should be careful . . . 53

Anderson typically stated the generalization, illustrated it with a
specific situation, and �hen repeated his generalization.

One enthymematic hypothetical syllogism was also noted.

major premise would have been :

The

If unfair business practices exist,

the government must regulate them.

The minor premise was:

These

practices exist. And he concluded, "Congress created the Federal
Trade Commission to protect the American public from the dishonest
and unfair businessman. 0 5 4

One instance of inductive reasoning was also observed.

In

this case, Anderson cited several descriptive statements about adver
tising and then concluded, "Advertising is one of our greatest indus
tries."5 5

The conclusion was ostensibly a generalization.

Anderson's

reasoning processes were clearly consistent with his training.

Breadth of topics, variety of resources, utilization of
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factual material, and extent of deductive reasoning justified the
conclusion that Anderson was sufficiently consistent with the tenets
of his rhetorical training relative to logical proof.
Ethical proof
One standard of ethical proof was discovered in Anderson's
rhetorical training:
important.

The speaker's character and personality are

A speaker should be honest, sincere, and self-controlled.

A precise detennination of Anderson's adherence to this tenet was not
possible because the address was not observed by the writer.

One

instance suggested that Anderson asserted his sincerity in the
address.

It was concluded that Anderson's audience was very likely

teachers and students in preparation for teaching.

Anderson included

in his opening remarks:
I come here today as an educator--not, I hasten to
explain as an educator as that word is more commonly known,
but nevertheless an educator. As a member of a federal
governmental agency charged with the protection of the
American free enterprise system, I believe it can be said
that informing the citizen about our functions . . . is
educational and on no small scale at that. 5 6

Whether Anderson was perceived as sincere by this audience could not
be determined.

It is likely, however, that if they saw him as a

fellow educator, their perception would be positive.

In the above

quotation, Anderson apparently acknowledged the importance of a

speaker's personality.

To the extent that this acknowledgement was

effective, he was consistent with the tenet of his training .
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Emotional proof
The first tenet of emotional proof discerned in Anderson's
rhetorical training was the necessity of a clearly defined purpose
for the audience.

Anderson established the importance of the Federal

Trade Commission for all citizens (See quotation on page 70. ) .

He

more specifically emphasized the purpose of the Commission's work
( and his address) to the audience in the conclusion:
You as teachers or prospective teachers are tn a wonder
ful position to help educate the public against frauds and
deceptive acts and practices. As teachers you will be
leaders in the communities that you serve . As a teacher,
your efforts in the development of not only the future
businessmen of our country but the future consumers of our
country will be considerable . Tell your students about
business ethics and tell your students about careful
buying. 57
Conclusively, Anderson related the purpose of his address to the
audience as citizens in a nation of consumers and as teachers.
Anderson clearly appeared to have followed the tenet.
The above examples also suggested that Anderson followed the
tenet of emotional proof relative to appropriateness to the audience.
Since Anderson referred to the role of students, potential teachers,
and teachers in the work of the FTC , he must have analyzed the

audience and probably insured the appropriateness of his address.
It was also detennined in Chapter Two that Anderson's
rhetorical training encouraged humor as an inventional practice.
Seven examples of humor, typefied by those quoted below, were found
in this speech :
f in reference to obesity cures J • . . it can be said that
those who offer and sell these cures literally "live off the
fat of the land. 1 1 58
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Infonning the citizen about his government is herculean to
say the least . The task reminds me of the governmental
official who addressed a women's club convention. After
explaining in great detail how the taxpayer's dollar was
expended, he sat down. The lady chairman thanked him and
said, "I'm glad we don't get all the government we pay
for . 11 59
Anderson effectively conformed to the tenet for humor in this
address.
Finally, the tenets of emotional proof included awareness
of the audience's reactions to the address. I t must be concluded
that either he was not aware of his audience--in which case this
tenet would not have been reflected in this address, or audience
reaction was positive--when no adaptation would have been required
by the tenet. A more precise detennination was not possible.
For tenets of emotional proof, it can be said that Anderson
defined the purpose for his audience, analyzed his audience, and
utilized humor throughout. No precise conqlusion for Anderson's
awareness of his audience's reaction could be drawn .
Arrangement

A central idea, or theme, was one of the advocated standards
of Anderson's training. The central theme which emerged in this
ad.dress was :

The Federal Trade Commission's battle against unfair

methods of competition and unfair practices in commerce is important
for all citizens. The emergence of this theme in this address
ostensibly reflected the advocated tenet.
Anderson ' s training further mandated the sequential develop
ment of the theme in the introduction, discussion, and conclusion.
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These divisions and a progressive development were readily observed
in the address.
Anderson ' s training defined the role of the introduction--to
captivate the audience's attention and present the central theme.
Following the salutation, Anderson's introduction proceeded:
It is a pleasure for my family and me to be with you on
this occasion. I trust that your summer school session is
successful in every respect. As a former public school
teacher who attended several summer school sessions, this
trip to your campus is both interesting and nostalgic. I
am amazed at the youthful appearance of both your faculty
and student body. Possibly thirty years of graduated
happiness has given me a case of myopia that seems to be
prevalent among those who have celebrated many anniversaries of their 39th birthday.
I come here today as an educator • • . 6 0
Anderson's use of humor, reference to the current experiences of
his audience, and appeal to commonality with the audience as
"educators" undoubtedly was intended to arouse the attention of the
audience.

I t was likely that it was also effective.

Clearly

Anderson utilized the tenet, although a conclusion of the effective
ness of that utilization is not possible without having observed the
audience.
address:

Anderson further_ proceeded to introduce the theme of his

the importance of the battle against unfair methods of

competition .
tenet.

In this facet, he definitely must have followed the

The theme was dev eloped in a logical order.

Initially,

Anderson analyzed competition and the role of advertising.

He then

presented the possibility--and the reality--that some competitors
take unfair advantage of consumers.

Because this was true (the

need was created) , the Federal Trade Commission (the solution) came

into being.

The development from this · point was more topical.

Anderson discussed the areas of deception:

health ( arthritis,

obesity, and baldness cures) , business opportunities, advance fee
deals, and educational frauds .
dures in a topical fashion:

He also outlined Commission proce

order to cease and desist , stipulation,

assurance of discontinuance, trade practice conference rules, and

guides. 61

Because both logical and topical orders were advocated

in Anderson ' s training and Anderson seemed to maintain a sequential
development through the discussion, it was assumed that he effect
ively confonned to the tenet regarding arrangement of the discussion.
Anderson ' s training stressed summarizing in concluding an
address.

It also warned against anti-climax, length, and new

material in the conclusion.

Anderson ' s conclusion was short.

Con

sequently, no new material was found, it apparently was not anti
climactic, and certainly was not too lengthy.

However, it did not

include a summary of the development of the theme.
restated the theme and thanked the audience.
Anderson followed his tenet in part:

Essentially, it

This suggested that

he was brief, not anti

climactic and did not include new material.

Because he did not

summarize, however, he failed to reflect that facet of the tenet.

Anderson sufficiently adhered to the tenets for arrangement

in this address, with the exception of concluding, in which case he
did not summarize.
Style

Correct grammatical usage was required as the first stylistic
tenet.

G rammatical errors in a prepared manuscript of an address of

thts nature would not be expected and none were found.

If the
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manuscript accurately recorded Anderson 's add.res�, Anderson followed
this tenet.
Anderson's training also mandated vividness as a stylistic
practice.

Throughout the address Anderson's word choice appeared

precise and interesting.

These passages represented Anderson's

practices of word selection:
men
the
The
the
and

One of the banes of the male is baldness. Millions of
have traced the loss of their hair from a receding of
hairline or thinning to a complete "fringe on top. "
campaign to either stop the loss of hair or to restore
hair has been, is now, and will be expensive, tryi11,g
burdensome to the anxious male with hair troubles. 62

The war against deception must go on unceasingly. You
as teachers must join with the law enforcement agencies,
national, state and local, as well as the Better Business
Bureaus and the advertising groups in conducting the war
against fraud . As Americans it is our obligation to see
that our business house is kept clean and in good ord-er.
We are the window of democracy. 63
The imagery and descriptiveness of Anderson ' s language supported the
conclusion that he was sufficiently consistent with the tenet of
vividness.

Anderson 's training further suggested utiliz�tion of the

language of the audience, or appropriateness of style.

While no

particular exalllples of "teacher" or "college" jargon were found, his
language seemed suitable to an academic setting.
that he adhered to this tenet of style.

It was concluded

Finally, Anderson's training recommended simple language.
That Anderson's language was simple was ostensibly supported by its
precision (See quotation above. ) and apparent commonality with the

audience.

The vocabulary throughout the address should have been

understandable to those present .

Anderson's style was suf£iciently

simple .
Relative to stylistic tenets, Anderson appeared to follow
the tenets of his training closely.

The absence 0£ evidence denying

correct grammar, vividness, appropriateness, and simplicity allowed
the conclusion that his stylistic practices were consistent with
advocated tenets.
Memory
Precise detennination of Anderson's practices of memory
relat�ve to the advocated tenet of use of notes was not possible
because the writer did not observe the delivery 0£ the address.
Anderson recalled in an interview that he likely delivered the

address £ram an outline. 64 If this was accurate, he followed the
tenet closely. A more precise detennination was not made because no
accounts of the delivery were found.
Delivery

Since the delivery of this address could not be observed by
the writer and no descriptions of delivery were discovered , no
determination could be made concerning delivery practiced in this
address .
Masonic Lodge Address

Manuscripts of two of Anderson's Masonic Lodge addresses
were available:

one delivered on June 13, 1967 at Yankton, South
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Dakota, and one delivered on June 8, 1976 · at Aberdeen, South Dakota.
On,e outline for an address entitled "The Measurement of a Mason" was
also available.

Because a manuscript copy could not be obtained, it

did not meet the criteria for analysis.

1967

Because the one delivered in

offered a more accurate chronological cross-section of Ander

son's rhetorical practices, it was selected for analysis.
This address was delivered before the Ninety-Third Communica

tion of the Grand Lodge of South Dakota.
in a publication entitled:

The manusc�ipt was printed

Proceedings of the Grand Lodge of South

Dakota A . F. -� A. M. fAncient Free and Accepted Mason§/' Ninety-Third

Communication. 65

It was apparent from the content of the proceed-

ings that "communication" in this context referred to a convention.
The proceedings indicated that Anderson's address had been recorded
so the published text was apparently a transcription .

Therefore,

the text should be accurate.
Rhetorical Environment
A description of the Masonic Lodge was sought through further

research .

It was noted that Masons are variously referred to as

Freemasons and Accepted Masons.

Encyclopedia Britannica offered these

descriptions of the lodge and its principles:
It is secret in so far as it has rituals and other matters which
those admitted take an oath never to divulge. Its meeting
places, however, are prominently identified and its governing
bodies published [" sic J annual proceediIJgs, while its mem
bership is a matter of public knowledge. 66
Belief in God, the forbidding of any political activity or
discussion within the lodge, strict nonsectarianism in religion
and cogniza.I)ce of the moral law are among the fundamentals
adhered to . 67
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Encyclopedia Americana also included a description of membership
criteria :
It admit� men of every nationality, religion , creed, and
political persuasion ; the qualifications for membership are
few such as belief in a Supreme Being, good moral character,
a fair degree of intelligence, and absence of injury . . .
which would revent the candidate from perfonning his duties
as a Mason. 6

8

No other published literature . was found.

It was concluded that the

secret nature of the organization likely inhibited publications
descriptive of its nature.
It appeared that some ideological consistency prevailed
among Anderson's audience.

Evidence suggested that all members

ascribed to belief in a Supreme Being and were cognizant of the moral
code.
The address was delivered in 1967.

Reference in the address

to several current events necessitated a description of the national
and international situatlon preceding the delivery of the address .
I nternationally, a significant event of June, 1967 was the

six-day war between Israel and the Arab states.

significant. military gains in the conflict. 69

Israel scored

Following the cease

fire on June 10, the United Nations initiated peace negotiations .

During the debates, the United States received sharp criticism for
offering its peace proposals.

The United States had maintained a

policy of guaranteeing borders of all nations in the Mideast.

Arabs

and the Russians were irate that Israel was allowed to advance on

Arab soil without American reproach. ?O

Domestically, the United States government also suffered
unrest and revelt.

Escalation of the war in Viet Nam was met with
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mounting demonstrations of violence � particularly on college
campuses.

Students protested the draft· by destroying their "draft

cards, " razing the U. S. flag, and burning government officials in
effigy.

The slogan, "Burn, Baby, Burn! " characterized the move

ment . 71

A Harris poll conducted in 1967 claimed that 4,:% of Americans

favored total military victory, while

41% preferred peace settlement

under United Nation ' s auspices. 72 Conclusively , American opinion was
divided by the Viet Nam war.

Commonweal reported that nearly all

Americans were frustrated by policies in Southeast Asia. 7 3
Domestic turmoil was further aggravated by civil rights re
volts.

V iolent Negro demonstrations had erupted the preceding three

summers.

United States News and World Report's analysis predicted,

on the basis of riots in Spring, 1967, that violence would be even

more severe in the summer of 1967. ?4-

Demonstrations had occurred in

Tampa, Cincinnati, 75 New York and San Francisco. 7 6

Notorious among insurgent Negro leaders was Stokely Car
Carmichael was held responsible for inciting several

michael.

Negro gatherings to violence.

The following �uotations from Newsweek

and �nited States and World Report typified Carmichael's civil rights
approach:

"To Hell with the laws of the United States. u??

W e ' re going to sr.oot the cops who are shooting our
black brother § in the back in this country . That ' s where
we ' re going. ?

In this milieu of unrest and violence , Anderson delivered this

address to the Masonic Lodge.

This sketch sought to describe the

events referred to in the address.
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It was recorded in the Proceedings that Anderson ' s address
followed a banquet at the Warren Campus Center, Yankton , South
Dakota.
Invention
Logical proof
The first tenet which emerged relative to logical proof
called for careful and extensive preparation.

The extensiveness of

Anderson ' s preparation was exhibited in his inventional resources .
Throughout �he address, Anderson cited current events (the United
Nations Security Council debates, United States foreign aid policies,
demonstrations, draft card burnings, and contemporary music) ? 9 and
historical events (colonial Masons and the women of Sparta) 8 0 as
resources.

To the extent that no evidence of narrow preparation was

discovered and these resources suggeste4 extensive reading for the
address, it was concluded that Anderson's preparation was satisfac
torily careful and extensive.
Anderson's rhetorical training also proposed accurate factual
infonnation for asserted claims .

Scrutiny of the manuscript revealed

impressionistic statistics and examples to support the assertions of
the address.

Use of statistics was exemplified in these quotations:
81
The United States has poured out billions of dollars
• . • and in the eyes of the Arab people, over a hundred
million, our prestige has suffered tremendously , 82
The millions and millions of refugees are going to have to
be taken care of by· the United States. 8 3
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Examples utilized in the address included :
I am referring to a man like Stokely Carmichael , who is allowed
to generate and excite riots all over the United States. A man
who has barely come to this country and is a recipient of all
of its great benefit, and then he goes around this country and
incites riots . . • he does all this with utter impunity.84
We have the draft dodgers, we have the antiwar hoodlums. Last
week in Boston, Watts in Los Angeles just last night, just
last night in Cincinnati, in Philadelphia, in a great many
sections of the United States , just two weeks ago a band of
armed men went into the State House in California, into the
Capitol Building, into the Legislative Body, an� there they
brandished weapons and demanded certain rights. 5
In an effort to detennine the accuracy of these statistics, the
World Almanac was consulted.

1967

It verified that Anderson's population 86

and foreign aid87 statistics were accurate.

No enumeration of ref

ugees was found.

That Stokely Carmichael was belligerent was estab
88
lished in United States News and World Report.
A review of news
publications revealed only two riots during the two weeks preceding
the address:

in Cincinnati and in Tampa.

Anderson's examples

apparently overstated the frequency of riots.

It was determined that

with one exception Anderson utilized accurate factual information for
his assertion.

Finally, Anderson's rhetorical training called for inductive

and deductive reasoning in drawing conclusions.

Anderson apparently

utilized inductive reasoning for his initial claims.

He stated the

examples of foreign and domestic affairs and generalized for each
that consequently the United States was "on trial."

These events have given us a lot of worldwide publicity, much
to the discredit of the United States. Our image has been
hurt and most seriously so America is always being held up in
the worst light. And so, we are on trial.� 9
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The transition following this generalization appeared to be
deductive syllogistic reasoning.

While · it was not specifically

stated in the address, Anderson seemed to reason through a hypo
thetical syllogism:

if we are on trial, then we must return to a

patriotic discipline.

We are on trial in the court of world opinion and the question
is, what to do.
I would like to offer a suggestion or two. The first
thing that I can thin � of · that we need, is a need for
patriotic discipline. 0

The remainder of Anderson's address deductive�y expounded the means
of developing a patriotic discipline in the United States.

Anderson utilized generalizations to establish the problems

he was considering and syllogisms in presenting his solutions.
patterns of reasoning conformed to the advocated tenet.

His

With the

exception of one overstatement, Anderson appeared to follow the
tenets of his rhetorical training relative to logical proof.
Ethical proof

Anderson ' s rhetorical training embraced the importance of

ethical proof in inventional practices.

No evaluation of Anderson ' s

character or personality could be completed for this address, because
the writer was unable to observe the delivery, and no accounts of
audience reactions to Anderson's character or personality were availa
ble.

No overt statements to augment Anderson ' s honesty or sincerity

were discovered in the manuscript.

It might be suggested that fraternal relationships would

enhance the image of the speaker in the audience ' s perceptions .
ever, this did not appear to justify any conclusions relative to

Anderson's practices of ethical proof.

How
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Emotional proof
Relative to emotional proof, Anderson's training initially
advocated a clearly defined purpose for the audience .

In this

address, Anderson established his purpose in the introduction.
Worshipful Grand Master . . . These people are members of
a " leader class". r-sic
They have not gathered here for
the purpose of levity ; they haven't gathered here for the
purpose of humor. They have gathered here to talk about
things that deal with the perpetuity of our State and
United States of America. · And, I believe that I can well
depart from what would be a nonnal script and brihg to
you tonight something that I believe every American citizen should think about because it is so tremendously impor
tant . 9 1

J

The purpose of his address seemed t o be the necessity of audience
contemplation of the future of the United States.

Since he had

already explained a number of events which were threatening the
United States ' future, apparently the purpose and direction of the
address for the audience was clearly established.

It was concluded

that Anderson followed the tenet of his training.
The second tenet of emotional proof recommended audience

analysis by t�e speaker in order - to insure appropriateness of the
address.

In the above quotation and frequent references to lodge

purposes and previous members throughout history, Anderson seemed to
relate the address to the audience.

It appeared that because all of

the audience members were Masons, reference to the lodge ' s purposes
and roles in American history insured the appropriateness of
Anderson's address.
of his training.

On this basis, Anderson adhered to the standard
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Anderson's training also encouraged utilization of humor in
an address.

In the introduction (as quoted on page 83 ) Anderson

claimed that the audience had not gathered for the purpose of humor.
Since no humor was found, it was concluded that Anderson did not
follow that tenet of his training, probably in an attempt to main
tain consistency with his analysis of the audience.
Finally, it was discovered in Chapter Two that Anderson's
training included awareness of audience reactions .

Several times
It was

Anderson responded to what the audience might be thinking .

impossible to detennine if these were reactions to feedback from the
audience or anticipation of what their reactions might be.

The

following exemplified Anderson's responses to the audience:
Maybe you think that that is not something that is germane
to discussion here at a meeting of the members of the
Masonic Fraternity, but, I tell you, that it is. This is
something that should inspire every single one of you here
tonight to do some thinking because . . _ . it affects every
single one of us. 9 2
I know some of you will say, "Gee, that's corny, to have a
speaker come and tell you this. Gee, that's sure corny.
Well, that sounds like a fourth of July oration. " . . .
Oh, I know this is corny as the dickens, but I tell you,
Ladies and Gentlemen, . . . should the enemy ever take
over . • • then we will remember that the thing that has
made our country great, is the patriotic fervor of each
and every American citizen. 93
Whether or not Anderson's statements were responses to audience
reactions or anticipations of reactions, the above excerpts osten
sibly demonstrated Anderson's awareness of the audience.

It was

concluded that he followed the advocated tenet of his training.
Relative to emotional proof, it appeared that Anderson

followed each tenet of his training, with the exception of
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utilization of hum.or, which may have been a justified departure in
this case .
Arrangement
The necessity of a central theme emerged as the first tenet
of Anderson's rhetorical training relative to arrangement.

The

presence of a central theme was evident in analysis of purpose.
Anderson developed his address around the theme:

America is threat

ened and, therefore, it is important for us to be more patriotic .
Because this theme was developed in Anderson's address, he adhered
to the standard of his training.
The advocated tenets of arrangement in Anderson 's rhetorical
training also included a sequential development of the theme in an
introduction, discussion, and conclusion.

The manuscript was clearly

divisible into these three facets, and the development of the theme
appeared orderly for the audience's comprehension.

Anderson's con

sistency with the tenet of his training was established.

Anderson's training included two functions for an introduction :
to present the central theme and captivate the audience's attention .
In his opening statement, Anderson considered the present threats to
the United States.

His discussion of those threats in the first

paragraph presented the central theme rather clearly.

That he

attempted to relate these events to the audience was also apparent.
The world events of the last week have been most unbeliev
able. Like all of you, I have listened to and I have viewed
the televised and radio castings of the United Nations Secur
ity Council during the Arab-Israel War in the Mideast ; and
I like you have listened to an unbelievable barrage of vicious
charges and �ies directed against the United States. �

While no reports of whether Anderson captivated his audience's
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attention existed, his use of second person suggested an attempt to
secure audience attention.

Because it presented the theme and

attempted to captivate attention, Anderson's introduction was con
sistent with the tenets of his training.
Anderson's training mandated the development of a central
theme in the discussion in a logical, topical, or chronological
order.

In this ad.dress, Anderson apparently organized the develop

ment of the theme in a logical order.
problem:

Initially, he discussed a

the United States is threatened.

of the problem:

our image has deteriorated abroad, and· demonstrators

have disrupted domestic stability.
the problem:

He then outlined causes

Finally, he offered a solution to

the United States needs patriotic discipline .

tinued to develop "mechanics" of the solution :

He con

patriotism must be

developed in each individual in the audience and instilled in the
young-- by audience members' exemplification of patriotism. 9

5 Because

the -address fit the pattern of logical organization so completely,
Anderson must have followed the purported tenet.

Anderson's training also included directives for the con

clusion of an address:

it should sUlilillarize and not be anti-climactic,

lengthy, or include new material.

No new material was included in

Anderson's conclusion in this address.
climactic and was brief.
the address:

It did not appe� anti

It summarized the essential content of

With God's help we can continue to do it and [ sic J at
this time when "America is on Trial, " and everyone of you
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knows that that is the case , let us hope that this great
Masonic Fraternity will . . . act patriotically, loyal,
devoted to our America . • . 96

Because it included the essential claims of the address, it was
determined that the conclusion adequately summarized and that
Anderson adhered to that standard of his rhetorical training .
For each advocated structural tenet of Anderson's training,
it appeared that he utilized the recommended practice in this
address.
S tyle .

The first · tenet relative to style which emerged from the
investigation of Anderson's rhetorical training was that language
should be grammatically correct.

Examination of the manuscript
When Anderson was

revealed two aberrations of accepted grammar.

relating the demonstrations of recent weeks, he did not utilize
parallel structure (See quotation on page 81.) .

In the conclusion,

the word " and" was inserted in a sentence and disrupted the sense of
that statement (See quotation on page 86. ) .

It is possible that this

was an error in transcription or a vocalized pause.

With these two

exceptions, Anderson utilized correct grammar in the address.

Tenets of style, as determined in Chapter Two, also included
vividness of language .

Anderson's descriptions in this address

seemed particularly vivid .

The following quotation from the address

was selected to demonstrate the vividness of Anderson's language :

The millions and millions of refugees are going to have to be
taken care of by the United States ! This is an anmalous L sic J
situation, Sir, that having been held up to be brutal and
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monstrous in our international affairs, we are at the same
time being asked to spend a lot of our resources, millions
and hundreds of millions of dollars to take care of these
.
unfortunates that Russia will not take care of . And I ask
each and every one of you to keep yourselves appraised of
what happens in the world, tomorrow, tomorrow, and tomorrow,
because as Americans we have a stake, the like of which we
have never had before9 7 We are on trial in the court of world
opinion at this time.
Anderson's language seemed vivid throughout the address.
Anderson's training also included the standard.:
must be appropriate to the audience.

Language

A precise determination of the

language level of the audience was not determinable .

Many of the

salutations in the address--Masonic Brethren, Worshipful Grand

Master, Grand Chaplain, and the Craft, 98 were utilized throughout
the Proceedings.

Hence, Anderson incorporated language characteris-

tic of his audience.

The only element of Anderson's style which did

not appear appropriate was considered in the following paragraph.
To the extent that language was understandable by the audience, it
seemed appropriate.
Finally, the tenets of Anderson's stylistic training included
simplicity of language.

While the educational and vocabulary levels

of the audience were not determined, several of the terms selected
by Anderson may not have been understood.
petuity, excoriated, and anomalous. 9 9

Examples included:

Unless members of his

per

audience were aware of these tenns, it must be concluded that he did
not follow the tenet in this instance.
Sumarily, Anderson's language was deemed vivid.
exceptions, it also appeared grammatically correct.

With two

Anderson 's
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tenninology, however, was not ostensibly simple and, therefore , may
not have been appropriate.
Memory
The tenets of Anderson's rhetorical training allowed use of
notes , but emphasized that delivery was to be extemporaneous.

A

precise determination of the utilization of this tenet in the address
was difficult because the writer was unable to observe its delivery.
Anderson recalled that he had delivered the address from an outline
and that the manuscript was transcribed from a tape recording follow
ing the address .

Therefore, Anderson must have followed the tenet of

his training.
Delivery
Because the delivery of the address was not observed by the
writer and because no accounts of delivery were available, no deter
mination of delivery could be made .
President ' s Day Address
During this investigation the writer had opportunity to audit

only one of Anderson's addresses.

For that reason, it was selected

as the final address to be analyzed.

The address, entitled "Abraham

Lincoln, " was delivered at Clark Junior High School at a President's
Day Assembly on February 20, 1 978.

An electronic recording was made

of the address, and the speaking notes used by Anderson were obtained

following the address .

The recording, speaker's notes, and notes

made by the writer while observing were utilized in this anaJ.ysis.
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Rhetorical Environment
President's Day is a national holiday commemorating two of
the United States' more eminent presidents--George Washington and
Abraham Lincoln.

It is observed on the third Monday of February, a

date which falls between the birthdays of the two men.
Anderson's address was part of the assembly, or school
program, held at Clark Junior High School in observance of Presi
dent's Day.

The assembly was attended by members of the student

body, the faculty and administration of the school, and the writer.
The writer estimated total attendance at nearly 10 0 people, most of
whom were seventh and eighth grade students .
three selections played by the school band.

The program opened with
Following these musical

numbers, Anderson was introduced by the president of the student
body .

The introduction traced Anderson's personal and professional

biography.

At the time of the address, Anderson was 7 4 and retired.

He

was recognized in the introduction for his political prominence and
reputation as a public speaker. Anderson acknowledged in the address

that he was a personal acquaintance of Mrs. V era Parks, a member of
the faculty.

Mrs. Parks had invited Anderson to speak.

His state and

national :prominence and geographical proximity to Clark must have
prompted the invitation.
Invention
Logical proof

The detennination of inventional practices relative to

speech :preparation was made on the basis of scrutiny of speaker

notes and evidence of preparation within the address.
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While

Anderson cited no published resources , it was apparent throughout
the address that he had read extensively about Abraham Lincoln.

A

major portion of the address was a discussion of the "Lincoln Heri
tage Trail. "

While it was evident that Anderson had not travelled

the ''Lincoln Trail" solely in preparation for this specific address,
he seemed knowledgeable about Lincoln and effectively utilized his
experience as a resource.

A review of the advocated tenets in

Chapter Two revealed that Brigance suggested pbservation and reading
as inventional resources .

Because reading and observation were

offered as valid resources in his training and because they were
noted in the address, Anderson closely conformed to the advocated
tenet.
A second inventional tenet was the need to support claims
with factual infonnation. Anderson's first "claim" in this address
was that Lincoln was and is the greatest American.
items to support his conclusion.

He offered several

He stated, ''More has been written

about three historical figures than any others :
Abraham Lincoln, and Napoleon Bonaparte . "

J esus Christ,

He proceeded to relate

that cities, counties, parks, monuments, automobiles, an insurance
company, and many schools all bear the name Lincoln.
gory he cited several specific examples.

For each cate

Essentially, Anderson's

factual resources were impressionistic statistics ( the quality of
material written) and examples (of use of Lincoln's name) .

While

these may have mandated the conclusion that Lincoln was a great
American, the lack of specific comparison with other great Americans

suggested that use of the superlative was not justified.

It was
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concluded that he was consistent with the tenet of his training by
supporting his claims with factual information , but that the facts
offered may have been insufficient to support the conclusion.
The use of inductive and deductive reasoning was suggested
in Anderson's rhetorical training.

The conclusions of Anderson's

address--though not specifically stated as such--appeared to be
reasoned through hypothetical syllogism.

The major p�emise was:

If Lincoln is the greatest American, it is important for us to
remember him-.

American.
him.

The minor premise was:

He concluded:

Lincoln is the greatest

Therefore, it is important to remember

The thesis statement was similar to this major premise:

"On

President's day, it is important to remember A braham Lincoln- -the
greatest American. "

The first point of Anderson's discussion

precisely paralleled the minor premise:
American. "

"Lincoln--the greatest

Therefore, Anderson concluded that it was important

for the audience to remember Lincoln as a model for Americanism.
The conclusion was ostensibly drawn from the above syllogistic
reasoning.

the address.

Similar conclusions were drawn by this process throughout
The following major premises also characterized the use

· of the syllogistic pattern :

If more was written about Lincoln than

other Americans and if many places have taken Lincoln's name , then

Lincoln is the greatest American ; and, If we have models, then let
us have models of outstanding Americans.
Within each syllogism, Anderson tended to utilize an
inductive generalization pattern.

To establish that many places
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had taken Lincoln ' s naJT1e, he cited examples of cities, counties,
parks, etc . and made the subsequent generalization , "M any places
have taken Lincoln's name . "

To demonstrate that l)eople have models

of behavior, he chose exa.ml)les from the audience (See "Em0tional
l)roof . " ) and generalized that l)eOl)le have models .
Conclusively, Anderson utilized the tenet of his training .
Examination of reasoning proc_ess detennined that major conclusions
tended to be deductive , while syllogistic premises were drawn
inductively .
Although factual claims may not have justified the conclu
sions in one instance, Anderson generally adhered to the tenets of
logical proof .
Ethical proof
The inventional standard detennined in Chapter Two relative
to ethical proof was that the character and personality of a speaker
_should convey honesty, sincerity, and self-control.

Observations

made by the wr iter during the address suggested that Anderson fol
lowed this tenet closely.

Honesty and sincerity were conveyed by Anderson ' s involvement

in the address and apparent concern for communicating his message to
his audience.

Involvement in the address was evidenced by use of

gestures and vocal inflection.

A more complete analysis of this

involvement may be found in the section on "Delivery" (See page 101.)

The writer perceived Anderson ' s involvement as an indication of
honesty and sincerity .
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The writer observed that Anderson held a firm and erect
posture in the address.

Notes taken during the address read that

Anderson " stands square shouldered, erect .

commanding posture. "

It was also noted that Anderson controlled his voice effectively.
From these observations, it was concluded that Anderson was self
controlled.
bn the basis of the writer's observations, it appeared that
Anderson conveyed hon�sty, sincerity, and self-control in this
address.

Therefore, he effectively followed the tenet of ethical

proof.
Emotional proof
The first tenet of emotional proof was the need to establish
a clearly defined purpose for the audience.

Anderson defined his

purpose in relating the "importance of remembering Abraham Lincoln. "
He specifically challenged members of the audience to make a Lincoln
file and to hold Lincoln as a model.

These challenges demonstrated

that a clearly defined purpose for the address was presented to the
audience.

Analysis of the audience to insure appropriateness was also

advocated in the tenets of Anderson's training.

The relating of

Lincoln's biography and significant accomplishments to the experience
of the audience exemplified the appropriateness of Anderson's
address:

I hope you will study the Gettysburg address • . • a great
piece of literature.
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He went to school only one year of his life--now that's
not an argument against going to school, and I hope none
of you will ever think of that !

• • . and then he got married. It happens to a lot of people.
Think of it--It'll probably happen to you . . . and to all of
you here ! " l OO
The following quotation referred to the "Blab School" procedure.
Lincoln's only formal education was in a "Blab School. "
The teacher, we'11 say Mrs. Parks, would stand up and
say, "My Country 'Tis of · Thee. " Then all the kids would
shout out, "My Country 'Tis of Thee ! " In other words
they would repeat what Mrs. Parks had told them.101
Apparently, Anderson was �ware of the.audience ' s experience and

related his address to their experience to insure appropriateness.

Appropriateness was further evidenced by observation of the audience .
The writer noted that the students and faculty seemed attentive.

It

was determined that Anderson ' s relating of material to the audience
and the audience's reaction established appropriateness of emotional
proof.

Therefore, Anderson followed the advocated tenet throughout

the address.

I t was further suggested in Anderson ' s training that humor

should be used to stimulate the audience ' s interest r...nd attention.

In his introduction, he emphasized the seriousness of remembering
Lincoln.

This might have been a rejection of the applicability of

this tenet to this address, but several humorous statements were
found.

Anderson's account of the "Blab school" and marital destiny

{See preceding quotations.) were humorous.

Further examples included:

Now I ' m an old man, I'm so old that I'm approaching the
century mark . • •
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• • • and they used to say, you could hear a Blab school five
miles before you caine to it.
Abraham Lincoln decided to become a lawyer, and since I
happen to be a lawyer, I think he made a very fine decision.
And then he went into politics, and what I like about him
( I probably shouldn ' t say this) , but I happen to be a
Republican, which makes me think he made another good
choice ! Of course , if you disagree with me, we can have
a little discussion after this meeting is over. 10 2
These examples of humor suggested that Anderson closely adhered to

the tenet in this address, although he considered the subject serious .
Finally, Anderson's training advocated being aware of the

audience's reaction.

Anderson's sensitivity to his audience and

reaction to feedback he received was evidenced when he discussed
models.

He pointed to an individual wearing a Pittsburgh Steelers

football T-shirt and stated, "I bet his model is Franco Harris ! "

He

also asked a faculty person what time the assembly was scheduled to
end, mentally noted the remaining time, and proceeded with the
address.

Because Anderson solicited audience response and related

his discussion to individual audience members, he closely confonned
to the tenet mandating awareness of the audience.
This analysis suggested that Anderson was particularly

effective in emotional proof in this address.
adhered to the tenets of his training.

He consistently

Arrangement

Anderson ' s training advocated a central theme as the first
tenet of arrangement.

For this address, the apparent theme was:

On President's day, it is important to remember Abraham Lincoln, the
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greatest American.

Stress on this central purpose revealed that

Anderson followed the advocated tenet.
Secondly, sequential development in an introduction, dis
cussion, and conclusion was a tenet in Anderson's training .

Analysis

of the tape revealed that the division between the introduction and
discussion was clear.

Anderson also had a definite conclusion.

The

comparison of Anderson's notes and the recording revealed that he
altered the final point of the discussion and moved directly into
the conclusion .

This must have been an adaptation for remaining time.

It resulted in an unclear transition between the end of the discussion
and the beginning of the conclusion.

Because division into arrange

ment, discussion, and conclusion was apparent, it was detennined
that his practice reflected the tenet, in spite of the lack of clarity
between discussion and conclusion.
Anderson ' s training recommended that the introduction
captivate the audience's attention and present the central theme.
Anderson's initial comments acknowledged the members of the audience,
thanked the members of the band , and recognized Mrs . Parks for invit
ing him to speak.

He then began his discussion of the importance

of President's Day, George Washington, and A braha.m Lincoln.

It

seemed his introduction clearly presented the central theme of the
address.

To the extent that visible behavior was an indication of

attentiveness, he also captivated the attention of his audience.
Development of the central theme in the discussion was
alluded to under "Logical proof . " The address displayed a logical
progression.

The first point of the discussion was the minor premise

►

of the hypothetical syllogism :
American.
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Abraham Lincoln is the greatest

This established, he concluded that it was important on

P resident ' s Day for us to remember Lincoln and exhorted his audience
to consider the biography of Lincoln, make a Lincoln file, and hold
Lincoln as a model of Americanism.

This logical order supported

Anderson's comformity to the tenet for thematic development in the
discussion.
Because of the departure from his outline, it was difficult
to determine Anderson's adherence to �he tenet regarding the conclu
sion.

It was apparent that the conclusion included a restatement of 

the theme and a summary of at least a portion of the discussion.

How

ever, the Lincoln Heritage Trail was not mentioned and, therefore,
the summary was incomplete.

The conclusion did not seem lengthy or

anti-climactic, nor did it include new material.

It was largely a

final exhortation to the audience of Lincoln's importance and the
value of remembering him as a historical figure.

Primarily, Anderson

adhered to the tenet, although his summary was incomplete.
Relative to the tenets of arrangement, it was observed that
this address had a sequentially developed central theme, the intro
duction captivated the audience's attention and revealed the theme,
the discussion developed that theme, and the conclusion partially
summarized the speech. Generally , his practices confonned to the
tenets of arrangement.
Style

Anderson's rhetorical training advocated correct grammar as
the first tenet of style.

Examination of the recording of the

►
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address revealed occasional vocalized pauses.

It was also noted

that the insertion of a parenthetical comment when discussing
LinQoln's career choice and political affiliation (See quotation on
page 9 6. ) tended to disrupt the syntax of the paragraph .
grammatical inaccuracies were noted.

No other

It was concluded that Anderson

generally followed the tenet of correct grammatical usage .
The second advocated stylistic tenet was:
be vivid. "

"Language should

Utilization of description and illustration, as demon

strated in previous quotations, exemplified yivid language.

Only

one description was discovered which may have necessitated more vivid
language.

Anderson described reactions of' tourists at the Lincoln

Memorial .

He said that when they saw the statue, "They got down on

their knees and they felt that way. 1 1 1 03 He might have described

more accurately--and vividly--how the tourists felt .

Except for

this statement, it was concluded that Anderson adequately followed
the tenet of vividness .
Appropriateness to the audience was discussed in part as a
consideration of Anderson i s emotional proof.

Examination of the

language revealed vocabulary which should have been understood by
junior high school students.

In conformity with the advocated tenet,

Anderson appeared to express his message in tenns common to his
audience's vocabulary.
Anderson's language also seemed direct and concrete.

Hence,

with the exception of the above example relating tourists' feelings,
it was concluded that his language was simple.

Treatment of appro

priateness established that the language should have been understood.
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Therefore, Anderson's language was apparently consistent with the
teriet of simplicity.
Relative to style, Anderson ostensibly followed all four
tenets of his training .

Only one example was found which varied from

the advocated tenets .
Memory
Anderson's training permitted the use of notes in public
address, but advocated extemporaneous delivery.

I n this address,

Anderson's delivery appeared extemporaneous throughout .
evidenced by observations of the writer.

This was

For each point, Anderson

put on his glasses, looked at his notes, and then discussed that
portion of the address .

Extemporaneous delivery was also established

by observation of Anderson ' s speaker notes.

His notes were in out

line form, usually including only a word or phrase for each point of
the address.

Finally, a comparison of the outline with the recorded

address revealed several departures from the outline .

Anderson's

delivery was clearly extemporaneous and in con:fonnity with the
advocated tenet.
Delivery
The first tenet relative to delivery was that it should be
conversational .

Observation of Anderson's interaction with the

audience (as described under "fuotional proof" ) strongly suggested

that Anderson was conversational.

The following notes taken by the

writer during the delivery of this address further established con
versational delivery:

Did not appear memorized. Glanced at outline, then
expounded . . . . exposition seemed relaxed and comfortable.
Moved back and forth from notes to exposition . . . As
address progressed used notes less and less.
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A comparison of Anderson's speech delivery and his responses in
personal interviews was also made.

The articulation of responses

in interviews was very similar to his public address.

Anderson's

conversational delivery adhered to the tenet of his training.
A second tenet relative to delivery advocated purposeful and
spontaneous movement.

The following were among notes taken con

cerning gestures and movement:
Hand in vest pocket. Turned head from side to side to
address band and remainder of audience. Began with clasped
hands • • . Took off glasses and held in right hand, lifted
them up and down for emphasis. Movement seemed in rhythm
with his voice. Fingers together , pointed upward in em
phasis . . . Movement with open hand, palm facing audience,
moved in circle "all around" . . . Stands back and looks
up to see monument- -points . . . Left hand on waist, right
hand with pointed index finger moving around to each segment
of audience.
It is apparent from these notes and from the writer's
observations that Anderson ' s delivery was animated.

His movement

and gestures reflected his verbal messages, and, therefore, must
have been purposeful.

Gestures also moved freely and no visible

"signals" or planned gestures were observed.
and movement appeared spontaneous.

Therefore, gestures

It was determined that Anderson

followed the tenets of his training relative to movement and gestures.
Anderson ' s training stressed voice projection so the audience

could hear and voice inflection for emphasis and meaning.

In the

specified address, Anderson used a microphone and electronic ampli
fication, making a determination of projection difficult .

With the
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microphone, however, everyone should have been able to hear.

Notes

taken during the address included that Anderson's voice was " clear,
dynamic, with distinct increase in volume and intensity for emphasis. "
Changes in rate , with "dramatic pauses" were also recorded.

It was

apparent that Anderson inflected his voice in volume, intensity, and
rate for emphasis and meaning.

The conclusion drawn was that Anderson

confonned to the tenets of his training for use of voice.
Investigations of Anderson's training also suggested that he
was taught to enunciate and pronounce words correctly.

No mispro

nunciations or misenunciations were noted during the address or in

examination of the recording.
Finally, investigations attempted to determine if Anderson
followed the tenet for appearance and posture.
emphasized neat appearance and good posture.

His training had
For this address,

Anderson wore a grey-vested suit, was neatly groomed, and stood
"approximately

5'

10" tall, square-shouldered and erect. "

also noted that Anderson had a "commanding posture. "

I t was

Consistent

with the tenet, his appear·ance was tenned " neat ; " his posture " good. "
Comparison of Rhetorical Tenets and Practices
I nvestigation in this chapter sought a detennination of
Anderson's utilization of the tenets of his training in his rhetor
ical practices.

A juxtaposition of the advocated tenets and apparent

practices in the four analyzed addresses was made to determine the
consistency with which Anderson's practices followed the tenets of
his training .
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Invention

Logical proof

The first tenet concluded for logical proof was:

"The

inventive process requires careful and extensive preparation. "

In

each analysis, it was difficult to determine "carefulness" of his
preparation.

To the extent that analysis could be considered, it

was detennined that he was suf'ficiently careful.

Based on resources

evident in the addresses, Anderson's preparation was .also deemed
extensive for each of these speeches.
Anderson's training further suggested that claims asserted in
an address should be supported by accurate factual infonnation.

The

quantity and type of factual infonnation varied in Anderson's
addresses.

The Inaugural Address included only statistics r while the

Federal Trade Commissioner address utilized statistics, examples, and
quotations from authority.

Impressionistic statistics were discov

ered in the Masonic Lodge and President's Day addresses.

In some

instances, the conclusions were not ostensibly justified by the
factual information offered. It was observed that the tenet was

r'eflected freq_uently in Anderson's practices, al though occasional
departures were noted.

Investigations in Chapter Two revealed the final tenet of

logical proof:

"Inductive reasoning and deductive reasoning should

be utilized in drawing conclusions from the information. "

Both fonns

of reasoning were discovered in each address ; however, deductive
hypothetical syllogisms were the most common mode of reasoning
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throughout all four addresses.

Several instances of enthymematic

hypothetical syllogisms were noted.

Anderson utilized both inductive

and deductive reasoning, but apparently preferred hypothetical syllo
gistic patterns.

He consistently adhered to the tenet.

Ethical proof
The importance of the speaker's character and personality
emerged as a tenet of ethicai proof in Anderson's rhetorical training.
The tenet advocated that a speaker be honest, sincere, and self
controlled.

A detennination of Anderson's conformity to this stand

ard was inhibited in three of the analyses because the writer was
unable to attend the addresses.

In the Inaugural Address and "Have

You Been Fooled Lately? ", Anderson asserted his sincerity.

Observa

tions of the writer at the President's Day address supported his
adherence to the tenet.
mandated this conclusion.

Jordan's reactions to his delivery further
Because it was suggested by observations

and no evidence to the contrary was discovered, Anderson must have
been sincere, honest, and self-controlled.
Emotional proof

Anderson's training advocated a clearly defined purpose for

the audience.

For each of the addresses, Anderson effectively

utilized this tenet.
A second standard of emotional proof was:

"The speaker

should analyze his audience to insure appropriateness of the address."
In each situation Anderson appeared aware of the purpose of the group
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and composition of the audience.

By relating his inventional

practices to those purposes and the audience, he clearly followed
this tenet of emotional proof.
The use of humor in stimulating the audience's interest and
attention was also a tenet of Anderson's rhetorical training.

Humor

was discovered in each address, with the exception of the M asonic
Lodge speech, when humor was not used apparently to confonn to
audience analysis.

Adherence to the tenet was consistent throughout

the other addresses.
The final standard of emotional proof was:

"The speaker

should be aware of audience reactions to his address. "

Conclusions

regarding this tenet varied for each of the addresses considered.
Because the I naugural Address was delivered from a prepared manu
script, audience reactions must not have contributed to inventional
practices.

The manuscript of the Federal Trade Commissioner address

included no statements which appeared to be reactions to the audience.

It was possible that audience reactions were positive, and no inven
tional adjustments were mandated.

Audience awareness was discovered

in quotations from Anderson ' s Masonic Lodge address.

It was impos

sible to detennine whether he responded to or anticipated audience
reaction.

In the President's Day address, Anderson clearly responded

to and interacted with his audience.

Hence, adherence to the tenet

was observed, although it may not have been practiced in every
situation.
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For emotional proof, Anderson clearly followed the tenets of
his training, with possible exceptions in awareness of audience

reactions.

Arrangement
The initial tenet of arrangement in A nderson's rhetorical
training was that the address must have a central theme.

A central

Anderson's

theme emerged for each of the addresses in this chapter.
consistency with the tenet was established .

A sequential development in an introduction, discussion, and
conclusion was also included in the tenets of arrangement .
divisions emerged in each of Anderson's addresses.

These

Consistent

adherence to the advocated tenet was apparent.
Anderson's rhetorical training also included the tenet :

"The

introduction should captivate the audience ' s attention and present
the central theme. "

Anderson clearly presented the theme of each

address in the introductions.

He also sought to relate that theme to

the audience, probably to captivate their interest and attention .
While the only detennined effectiveness was in the President ' s Day
address, he apparently utilized the tenet in attempting to secure

attention in each case.

Conclusively, he followed this tenet of

arrangement .

The development of the theme in a logical, topical, or

chronological order was suggested by Anderson's training.

addresses, he utilized topical or logical progressions.

In these
Because the

theme was developed by an approved pattern in each situation, he must
have followed the tenets of his training.
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Finally, Anderson ' s training included these criteria for
an effective conclusion:

It should summarize and should not be

anti-climactic, lengthy, or include new material.

No anti-climactic

or lengthy conclusions or conclusions which included new material
were observed.

Anderson usually restated the theme of his address

and recounted portions of his address.

Because summaries were

incomplete or very brief, they excepted his consistency with advo
cated tenets of arrangement. · With this exception, Anderson effec
tively conformed to the tenets of arrangement.
Style
The first tenet of style was :

"Language should be grammati

cally correct. " No grammatical errors would be expected in prepared
manuscripts of addresses, and none were discovered in two- of the
manuscripts.

Examination of the other two addresses revealed few

graJJl]Jlatical errors.

Therefore, Anderson was su:fficiently consistent

with the advocated tenet.
Chapter Two further concluded that language should be vivid .
Only one exception to vivid style was noted.

Anderson ' s stylistic

practices clearly must have included vividness of language.

Stylistic tenets also included appropriateness of language
for the audience.

It was determined in each analysis that Anderson ' s

vocabulary was appropriate for his audience.

Possible exceptions

were noted in the Masonic Lodge address ; however, generally Anderson
appeared to conform to the tenet for stylistic appropriateness.

Finally, Anderson's training emphasized the importance of
simple language .
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Three of the addresses included passages which
While much of Anderson's

ostensibly did not exemplify simplic ity .

language was simple, several departures from this stylistic tenet
were discovered.
Memory
The sole tenet determined for memory was:
permissible, but delivery is to be extemporaneous . "

"Use of notes is
With the excep

tion of the Inaugural Address, Anderson recalled or was observed
speaking extemporaneously from an outline.

In the Inaugural Address,

delivery from a manuscript was justified by the formality of the
occasion and the necessity for precision .

Anderson followed the

tenet in his rhetorical practices unless the situation required more
exactitude .
Delivery
Determinations of delivery could only be made for the
President's Day address, because it was the only address observed
by the writer .

Anderson's training advocated a conversational delivery .

Notes of the writer during the delivery and comparisons between
speech delivery and interview responses established that Anderson

was conversational .

A second tenet of delivery was:
should be purposeful and spontaneous . "

"Movement and gestures

The observation of nonverbal

movement reflecting verbal messages and apparent spontaneity suggested
that he effectively adhered to this tenet in his practices .
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Regarding the use of voice in delivery, Anderson's training
suggested that the voice should be projected so that everyone could
hear and inflected for meaning and emphasis.

A precise determination

of projection was not possible because of use of a microphone ; however, it appeared that everyone could hear.
and meaning was noted.

Inflection for emphasis

Clearly, Anderson's vocal practices were

consistent with this tenet.
No noted mispronunciations or misenunciations · suggested that
Anderson closely adhered to the tenet for pronouncing and enunciating
words .
Finally, tenets of delivery included:

"A speaker should have

a neat appearance and good posture . " The writer's observations
supported Anderson's adherence to that tenet.
For the canon of delivery, Anderson's practices consistently
adhered to the advocated tenets .
Summary

In an attempt to describe the rhetorical practices of Sigurd

A�derson and establish the extent to which he utilized the canons of
his training in public speaking, four addresses were selected and
analyzed in this chapter.

The addresses considered were:

the

South Dakota Gubernatorial Inaugural Address , "Have You Been Fooled
Lately? ", "America on Trial, " and "Abraham Lincoln. "

Anderson's

practices were described in tenns of the advocated tenets of his
training, as defined in Chapter Two.

The analysis suggested that,

with few exceptions, Anderson effectively utilized the tenets of his
training in these four public addresses.
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CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The purposes of this chapter were to summarize the procedures
and findings of this investigation, draw conclusions relative to the
questions raised in t�e "Statement of Purpose, " and propose recom
mendations for further research.
Summary
This investigation represented an effort to determine the
rhetorical practices of the honorable Sigurd Anderson in his public

addresses from 1951 to 1978 and to analyze the relationship between
his rhetorical training and rhetorical practices.

A ''Personal

Biography" was constructed to detennine Anderson ' s origin, develop
ment, education, and experiences in public life.

His rhetorical

experiences were more specifically described in ''Public Speaking
Appearances, " a survey of public addresses in each facet of

Anderson's career from private law practice in Webster, South Dakota,
in

1 937 to occasional addresses which he continues to deliver.

Anderson was born in Arendal, Norway, and grew up near

Canton, South Dakota.

He was impressed with rhetorical arts at a

very early age by attending public addresses at the country schools
in the Pleasant Ridge School District.

His formal rhetorical train

ing began at Canton Lutheran Nonnal in 1921 .

In addition to his
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. English courses and a ''Public Speaking" ciass, Anderson participated
in extracurricular forensic competition and was a member of the

Ciceronian Literary Society.

His interscholastic endeavors were

reportedly very successful.
Anderson's involvement in forensic activities continued at
South Dakota State College and the University of South Dakota.

At

South Dakota State College, he competed one year in debate, was named
freshman champion in the Inter-class Extemporaneous �peaking Contest,
was an active member .of the Miltonian Literary Society, and was
initiated i?).to Pi Kappa Delta.

As an undergraduate and law student

at the University of South Dakota, Anderson debated for five years
and participated in contests in oratory and a:fter-dinner speaking.
Anderson's academic preparation at South Dakota State College was
largely related to forensic participation.

His only course work

concerning speech at the University of South Dakota considered speech
as it related to trial procedure.
Following graduation from law school, Anderson established a

private practice in Webster, South Dakota.

Since that time, he has

addressed audiences on hundreds of occasions such as commencements
and holiday programs.

As a candidate for Day County States Attorney,

Attorney-General, and Governor, he delivered campaign and inaugural
addresses.

Anderson became a Federal Trade Commissioner in 1955 and

fre�uently spoke across the nation regarding the policies and func
tions of the Federal Trade Commission .

As a member of the Masonic

Lodge, he repeatedly has exercised his rhetorical skills as Grand
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Orator.

Conclusively, Anderson utilized his rhetorical abilities in

each facet of his career .
In attempting to discover the relationship between Anderson's
practices and training, the tenets advocated in his training were
reconstructed .

Twenty-three tenets emerged from the investigation .

For inventional practices, they advocated that a speaker should pre
pare carefully and extensively, support his claims with accurate
factual information, utilize inductive and deductive reasoning in
drawing conclusions from the information, be honest, sincere, and
self-controlled, clearly define a purpose for his audience, analyze
his audience to insure appropriateness, utilize humor, and be aware
of audience reactions to his address.
The tenets of arrangement included that an address should
have a central theme, developed sequentially in an introduction,
which should present the theme and captivate the attention of the
audience ; a discussion, which should develop the theme in a logtcal,
topical, or chronological order ; and a conclusion, which should
summarize and not include new material, be lengthy or be anti

climactic .

Stylistically, Anderson's tenets maintained that language
should be grammatically correct, vivid, appropriate to the audience ,
and simple .
Regarding memory, one tenet advocated extemporaneous delivery,
although use of notes was permitted.
Relative to delivery, the tenets included that a speaker
should be conversational, move and gesture purposefully and
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spontaneously , project his voice for emphasis and meaning, enunciate
and pronounce words correctly, and have a neat appearance and good
posture.
These tenets were utilized as evaluative criteria for four of
Anderson's addresses.

This evaluation represented an attempt to

detennine how closely Anderson's rhetorical practices followed the
tenets of his training.

The four addresses were s elected on the

basis of chronological diversity, variety of capacities and audiences ,
accessibility for audition by the writer , ana perc eived importance of
the address.

The addresses selected were:

Anderson's first Inaugural ;

"Have You Been Fooled Lately? " ; a Federal Trade Commission address
delivered in Bloomsburg, Pennsylvania ; "America on Trial, " a Masonic
Lodge address delivered in Yankton , South Dakota ; and "Abraham
Lincoln, " a President's Day address delivered in Clark , South Dakota.
Anderson's Inaugural Address was deliver ed on January 2, 1951
to a joint session of the South Dakota Legislature in Pierre , South
Dakota.

Anderson had been elected by a sizable majority on Novem

ber 7, 1950.

Pertinent issues in his campaign had been combining

the State Board of Pardons and the Board of Charities and Corrections,
increasing highway funds , opposing new truces, increasing state aid to
education, and testing the public power law.

The Republican party

held a substantial majority in the legislature.

It was deemed

likely that the audience was positively predisposed toward Anderson.
The setting was also characterized by anticipation of legislative
activity and proposals.
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"Have You Been Fooled Lately? " was delivered as a public
lecture to the students and faculty of Bloomsburg State College on
July 12, 19 61 .

Bloomsburg State had an enrollment of 1, 700 and was

largely an institution of teacher preparation.
As Grand Orator of the Grand Lodge of South Dakota, Anderson
delivered "America On Trial" on June 13, 1967 at the Ninety-Third

Communication ( convention) in Yankton, South Dakota.

Belief in a

Supreme Being, nonsectarianism in religion, forbidding of political
discussion, and cognizance of the moral code are among the fundamental
principles of

aso s, and in this case, Anderson's audience .

ad.dress considered several current events .

The

Two wars, the one in

the Middle East and the one in Viet Nam, and domestic demonstrations,
for Civil Rights and against American participation in Viet Nam, were
particularly noted.
In the Clark Junior High School assembly observance of
President's Day, February 20, 1978, Anderson delivered "Abraham
Lincoln. "

The audience included faculty and students of the school.

Anderson's address was preceded by musical selections by the band

and the introduction of Anderson by the president of the student body.
Scrutiny of these four addresses revealed Anderson's prac

tices.

A comparison of the detennined practices and his rhetorical

tenets was also made.

Findings from these four analyses are reported

in the section "Conclusions . "
Conclusions

Eight questions were posed in the "Statement of Purpose. "

Data collected in this investigation and inferences from that data
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resulted in the following conclusions :
1)

Anderson was deeply involved as an observer of public

address and as a participant in contest speaking during his fonnal
education.
2)
Speech.

A nderson had only limited classroom instruction in

His college level courses were largely only tangent to

speech instruction.
J)

Twenty-three specific tenets emerged as central in

Anderson's rhetorical training.

These tenets could be logically

organized under the five classical canons (See page 38-39 . ) .
4)

Anderson became a prominent public speaker and spoke

5)

Anderson's rhetorical practices were remarkably

6)

Anderson's rhetorical practices - differed from the tenets

frequently throughout his career.
consistent with the advocated tenets of his rhetorical training.
of his training in only minor respects.
a)

Departures were noted in :

I nvention--some claims were not adequately
supported by factual infonnation.

b)

Arrangement- -sununaries were frequently incomplete

c)

Style--vocabulary was not simple in all instances.

in the conclusions.

Recommendations for Further Study
This study was undertaken to discover the relationship
between the rhetorical practices of a prominent practitioner of
public address and the advocated standards of his rhetorical training .
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Findings from this study may have contributed a partial answer to
the yet unsolved question concerning the degree of "carry over"
between speech training and speech as practiced in public life.
These findings combined with conclusions from earlier studies and
subsequent studies might provide a definitive answer to this question .
Additional studies might essentially utilize the methodology
of the current study by applying it to appropriate subjects other
than Sigurd Anderson. Subjects could be chosen from a variety of
public professions in government, business and industry, education,
religion, etc .
The current study may also have preserved a body of historical
information concerning one of South Dakota's outstanding public fig
ures.

Any further studies utilizing the methods followed in this

.study would also likely contribute to the fund of historical
information about prominent citizens of the region selected .

APPENDIX
TEXTS OF TlffiEE ADDRESSES

Gubernatorial Inaugural Address
MEI1:BERS OF THE LEDISLATURE:
The Constitution of the State of South Dakota p:r-ovides that
the G overnor shall at the comnencement of each session present to the
legislature such recommendations as he deems necessary to the welfare
of the State. In conformity with such Constitutional injunction, I
shall present for your consideration a number of ideas that impress me
as being inrportant . I am mindful of the fact that yours is the
function to legislate--that mine is the obligation to execute and
carry out. As the elected representatives of the people you have the
great privilege and duty to make the laws for this State . Many of
you are not strangers to these legislative halls ; your experience
and legislative " kno how" will be invaluable . I know that all of you
come here to perfonn great tasI,..s. I know that you hold the welfare
of South Dakota and that of the people as the most L�portant consid
eration. To the end that both the legislative and executive branches
of our govern.�ent may function best , I offer you my fullest coopera
tion at all times and in all things . The next sixty days in this
State Capitol will be yours. The officers and employees of State
G.overnment stand ready to assist you in your work during the session
of the legislature . I feel certain that when the 32nd legislative
assembly has come and gone , that the people of South Dakota will
applaud your efforts. Let us all work toward that end.
It is most fitting and proper that we pay tribute to the
Hon. George T. Mickelson, the retiring governor . During the last
four years he has guided the State of South Dakota with great ability,
honesty, and sincerity of purpose . He has ever had in mind the wel
fare of South Dakota and its people. He is concluding a most success
ful tour of duty in state government ; one that can well serve as a
guide for public officials generally.
An examination of the State of South Dakota shows that we
are in good shape. I wish the rest of the world was in as good a
condition! The type of gover!1.l11ent we have had in South Dakota for
the last several years has been sound, solid , stable , and progressive.
Let us continue to subscribe to those principles of government . I
feel that stabili ' y is a primary foundation of government . Your
function and mine is to help raaintain a government that has the
confidence of the people.
This 32nd legislative asser.1bly convenes at a time when the
outlook for a normal way of life is seemingly impossible . We appear
to be engaged in a ar that possibly may be denominated as World
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W ar III. Let us pray that it will not be so ! I n view of these world
conditions , it is possible that war impingements may be felt to a
considerable degree . Demands for war mobilization needs may curtail
the construction , repair, and maintenance activities at our State
institutions and our highways. It would appear that you will have to
legislate with one eye to South Dakota and the other eye to world
conditions . Our neighboring states have already acknowledged the
effects of world conditions upon their prospective legislative pro
grams . It is highly possible that we in South Dakota may have to
make sacrifices eq_ual to those made in World War I and World rlar II .
I call this matter to your attention in all seriousness, wishing it
never had to be mentioned.
Fiscal Affairs

A very complete and comprehensive report on the fiscal affairs
een set out in "The Budget of the State of South
of the State ha
Dakota for the Bienni · 1951-1953. " This budget has been prepared
by the S ecretary of Fi nance under the direction of Governor Mickelson .
I was privileged to attend several meetings of the budget committee
after the election on November 7th. The budget report which you will
receive will b your financial guide for the legislative session . As
incoming governor I am privileged to submit ray own budget. I am not
going to do so. . hen, in my judgment , I feel that some change or
deviation from the prepared budget is necessary , I will advise you
by special messages. I feel that the budget has generally adequately
provided for the needs of the State during the next biennium . It may
be that the complicating international situation may necessi tate
changes in your budget ideas . Your judgment will detennine that . I
believe it prudent to maintain an ample general fund balance so that
sudden emergencies will not find the state financially embarrassed .
During the last several years a combination of several factors has
put the state in a - ood financial condition . Let us maintain a good
sufficient balance in our general fund to meet the needs of tomorrow .
It is well to realize that a series of bad years or demands
occasioned by these critical times could draw heavily from our general
fund. As business :people and farmers you know the value of money in
the bank. The State of South Da-�ota is in the same position--it , too,
lllust have money in the bank.
Education

It is unnecessary for me to tell you that education is founda
tion material in a government such as ours. We cannot afford to
neglect the training of our youth. South Dakota ranks high among her
neighboring states in money spent for education in comparison with
income and also in amount of money spent on each pupil. But we can
do better .
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To the end that our educational system may function more
e£fectively, I recommend passage of a school district reorganization
l aw on a voluntary basis . Your attention is directed to the States of
Wisconsin and Hinnesota, where reorganization laws have been enacted
and are in active use. I also recommend that you study the possibility
of recodification of our school laws so that persons other than law
yers can read and understand them. I recommend that state financial
support for education be increased so that no South Dakota child is
denied the benefits of a good education. I call to your attention
the fact that Chapter 410 , Chapter 411 , and ChaI>ter 412 of the Session
laws of 1949 will eXJ?ire on June JO , 1951 and that legislation is
required at this session in order to continue the benefits of the
aforementioned laws which as you know provide for certain ceiling tax
levy limitations.
The needs of the institutions of higher learning have received
considerable attention from the budget committee . Full and complete
recommendations by that committee are found in the Budget Report and
merit your consideration. I am sure that you agree that we cannot
a:fford to neglect the requirements of our institutions . It is
cheaper to "keep up" as we go along than it is to neglect and then
be faced with a staggering accl.ll�ulated cost situation at a later date .
Apportionment
I call your attention to Section 5 of Article III of the
Constitution of the State of South Dakota which reads as follows:
" 5 . The Legislature shall apportion its membership in
accordance with the last federal census prior to the
Legislative Session at which such apportionment shall
be made. Such apportionment shall be made by the
regular session of the Legislature in 1951 and every
ten years thereafter and at no other time . If any
1egislatu 'e whose duty it is to make an apportionment
shall fail to make the same as herein provided that it
shall be the duty of the Governor, Superintendent of
Public Instruction , Presiding Judge of the Supreme
Court, Attorney General and Secretary of State within
thirty ( JO) days after the adjournment of the legisla
ture to make such apportionment and when so made a
-procla�ation is issued by the Governor announcing such
apportionment the same shall have the same force and
effect as though made by the Legislature. "
I recommend that you make the required apportionment . In
view of the fact vhat the task will not be an inconsiderable one,
it appears that it should receive early attention by your body .
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Veterans

In 1949 the 31st legislative assembly enacted S . B. 1 into
law. It is known as the Veterans Bonus Law. It is unnecessary for
me to recite for you the details of the successful administration
of the Veterans Bonus Board in carrying out the provisions of S. B. 1,
otherwise known as Chapter 158, Laws of 1949 , or the Bonus Law . It
is a high point in State Government and one of which we all can be
proud.
The Bonus Law and the Constitutional Amendment preceding it
did not, in the opinion of many, make adequate provision for two
classes of veterans within the pay period of December 7, 1941 and
September 2, 1945 . These classes are :
( a ) Those who lost their lives in active service with less
than 90 days served within the pay period above set out.
(b) Those who lost their lives with more than 90 days
service -Ii thin the above pay period but whose service
was of such duration that their dependents received less
t�an the maximum bonus payment. possible.
I recommend that you enact a veterans bonus law snmewhat
similar to Chapter 158, Laws of 1949 so that bonus benefits can be
-paid to the dependents of the veterans in the two classes above
described. I believe that honor and respect for these American
dead call for the completion of this phase of our bonus program .
The dependents of many deceased servicemen have expressed wonder that
a sum less than a hundred dollars should be given where life was
taken before a long period of service could be built up by the deceased
veteran. The administration of a program such as here recommended
should be of relatively short duration and low in cost . The "know
how" garnered from the administration of the bonus program just
concluded should prove to be of much help . I recom..mend that a flat
sum of $650. 00 be paid to the dependent or dependents of each
deceased veteran who served and died between the pay periods above
indicated, and that in the event that the dependents of such deceased
veterans have received some bonus benefits under Chapter 158, Laws of
1949 , that such bonus benefits be deducted from said maximum figure
of $ 650 . 00 . It is estimated that the dependents of approximately
2, 000 veterans would be affected by this recommendation and that the
cost would be in the neighborhood of $675, 000. 00 , I recoJlli�end that
bonus taxes similar to those in Chapter 158, Laws of 1949 be considered
as a means of paying these new bonus benefits .

It has been suggested that bonus provisions be made for the
participants in the so-called "Korean War. " I can well appreciate
the feelings of fighters in the Xorean War , but in view of the
unc.ertainty of the exact nature of the so-called :-orean police
11

action, " I feel constrained to advise that a subsequent legislative
body may be in a better position to consider bonus benefits to the
participants in the current police action .
But I do recommend that the participants in the so-called
"Korean police action" be entitled to the benefits of Chapter 27,
Laws of 1943 ( no charge for certified copies in pension claims) ,
Chapter 187 , Laws of 1947 , ( restoring pre-war professional status) ,
Chapter 147 , Laws of 1943, ( veterans preference law) , Chapter 175 ,
Laws of 1945 , ( admission to S oldiers ' Home) , and that a law similar
to C hapter 186 , Laws of 1947 , providing for free tuition for children
of veterans of the "Korean police action" be had . I make these
recommendations in order to protect our servicemen should World War
II be declared officially at an end and thus leave our fighters
without the benefits sought _ to be retained by these recommendations .
Highways
Highways are very i , portant in our motorized world. There is
scarcely a S outh akotan today who doesn ' t have an original plan for
highway develop1 ent. During the last five years our State Trunk
Highway System has undergone extensive construction and repair. In
order to accelerate this program of construction and repair, I
rec�nmend that you add one cent to the present four cent motor fuel
tax , providing for the usual refund benefit when such fuel is for
non-highway use . I also recommend that you transfer $1 , 000, 000 . 00
during each year of the biennium from the State General Fund to the
State Highway Fund. Further reference to highways may be had by
study of the Budget Report wherein certain other recommendations are
made. I call to your attention the fact that Chapters 30 and 31 of
the Session Laws of 1949 become inoperative on J uly 1 , 1951. These
Chapters provide for levies for county highways and bridges and do
not come with · n the levy limitations as provided by law . I recommend
that you extend the life of these two laws in order that the highway
programs of our cou1 tries may not be hampered .
Social Security
The 1949 Session of the Legislature authorized the state and
its political s
ivisions to participate under Title VII I of the
Federal S ocial Security Act as amended. $150 , 000 . 00 was appropriated
to implement the Act . It now appears that the T eachers Retirement
System may constitute some1 hat of a hurdle in the path of state
participation under Title VIII in that it may be necessary to
liquidate the Teachers Retirement S ystem in order to comply with the
requirements of said Title V III . Such liquidation ould take some
time, thus withholding coverage under the Federal A9 t to other state
employees . The other alternative is to have immediate coverage
under the Federal Act for all employees except the teachers . The
choice should be made some time during this session . It may not be
an easy choice to make .
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Civil Defense

The last session of the legislature enacted the Civil Defense
Act . This was most important in view of subsequent international
happenings. This Act will expire at the end of this session of the
1 egislature. I urge you to extend the life of this Act and add thereto
such necessary features as the safety of the times demands. At
present South Dakota stands high among the states in preparation for
civilian defense. We cannot afford to be laggards in this important
field.
Indian Affairs
The 31st Legislative Assembly established the South Dakota
Commission of Indian A_ fairs. This was a forward step in the move
ment to make the Indian self-sustaining . I recommend that you increase
the Indian member hip of the Commission from .two to five. I arso
recommend that the number of scholarships to Indians as provided for
by Chapter 66 , Laws of 1949, be increased f'rom J O to 50 . Such
increase would call for an increased appropriation. In 1949 $ 5, 000. 00
was appropriated to pay for such scholarships . I recommend that the
appropriation be increased to $ 7, 500. 00. I also recommend that
Chapter 297 of the Laws of 1949 be amended to provide for an appropri
ation of $ 25, 000. 00 rather than $12, 500. 00. The fund appropriated
under this act goes to school districts containing Indian lands not
subject to taxation.
Agriculture
No legislative message would be complete without reference to
agriculture. South Dakota and agriculture are almost synonymous
terms. This most important industry must continue to receive assist
ance from state government. The budget has made ample provision for
the support of agriculture by appropriations to the State Department
of Agriculture and South Dakota State College . I invite your atten
tion to the provisions made for agricultural research. Agricultural
research is not· a "professor ' s fad . " Research is of vital importance.
I refer you to research efforts of a great S outh Dakotan- -Edgar
McFadden. His research may have saved the world from starvation at a
time when wheat rust was threatening our food supply . The test plots
of today may produce the seed for the bumper crops of tomorrow .
Research is not a notion ; it is a necessity.
Driver ' s License

Again the spector and ghost of' a controversial matter is
being called to our attention--namely, the driver ' s license law.

I need
license bill.
proposition of
statute books.

not set out for you any particular or certain driver ' s
I ask that you give serious consideration to the
whether or not such a law should be placed upon our
Our state continues to remain unique in that S outh
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Da.l(ota is the only state in the Union without a driver's license law.
In this day and age of fast and faster automobiles, the old rules of
the team and one box wagon traveling at the rate of two and one- half
miles an hour do not apply. An automobile today is a guided missile
and we had better look to the guide of that missile !
Financial Responsibility Law

I recommend that you examine into the need for a financial
responsibility law to the end that people who use our highways may
be held accountable for their tortious acts .
Consolidation of State Board of Pardons
and Board of Charities and Corrections.
The dut · es of the State Board of Pardons in connection with
pardons, commuta vions, and re�issions of fines and the Board of
Charities and Corrections. in handling parole matters are not too
dissimilar. I be ieve it 1sould be advantageous to have the Board of
Charities and Corrections assume the duties of the State Board of
Pardons. I reco � end that you inquire into this matter and take the
necessary steps to effect a consolidation of the Pardon Board with the
Board of Charities and Corrections . It appears that an amendment of
Section 4 of Art:cle IV of the Constitution must be had in order to
bring about such consolidation . I believe that such consolidation
would strengthen o r parole system. I cannot stress too .vigorously
the value and npcessity of proper parole supervision ; it is both a
man saver and a money saver.
Legislative Research Council
It is not my desire to invade the legislative field, but it
appears to me that some thought should be given to the establishment
o:f a Legislative Research Council. I call your attention to the laws
creating such councils in Oklahoma and ebraska . There are m��y
matters of state-wide interest that such a council could be and should
be considering between legislative sessions . Suggestions have been
made that a commission be created to check into necessary changes in
our state government as time goes on . It is evident that changes in
government must be had . The short space of a legislative session may
not be sufficient tirle to give adequate study to such changes. We
South Dakotans have a right to be proud of our good government, but
that does not preclude us from ma.King studies so that we have even
better gover ent . You know better than I that the rush during the
waning days of any session precludes careful study of valuable bills
introduced at deadline time . It has been reported that the Oklahoma
plan for a Legislative Researc h Council is worthy of study . South
Dakota has for many years been a leader in the field of state govern
ment. Let us contin e that leadership .

Natural Resources, Missouri River Development,

ater Laws Changes
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South Dakotans are becoming more conscious of the part that
water plays in daily life. The combination of water and land is going
to spell greater prosperity, diversification , and stability for South
Dakota. It is up to us to have the vision and to furnish the drive so
that we will be ready when the hour of opportunity comes . I earnestly
recommend that you adopt the budget committee ' s suggested appropriation
of $10 0, 00 0. 00 for the bienniwn for the use of the Natural Resources
Commission. mhis Commission has done much work to determine what can
be done to " sell" our resources. The work of the Com.mission is inter
woven with the development of the Missouri River Basin. A greater use
of our basin resources can be had through leadership and study and
selling furnished
the Commission .
Plans are already underway to revise and recodify our water
laws. With the coming accent upon gravity irrigation and overhead
sprinkling irrigation, ou� water laws need revision. It is not possi
ble to present this suggested code to you for consideration at this
session.
Cheyenne River Compact
The las session of the legislature approved the C heyenne
River Compact . Chapter 257, Laws of 1949 includes the compact.
Several federal agencies uere unable to agree to the provisions of the
compact with the result that the compact was not finally . approved by
the United States of America . In December, 195 0, representatives of
the States of So�th Dakota and Wyoming and the United States redrafted
the compact. Tha+ comp�ct as red.rafted will be presented to you for
your consideratio , and I recommend favorable action thereon.
Unifonn Reciprocal Enforcement of Support Act
This is an act to provide for a more effective and compre
hensive law to deal with errant husbands who have become wearied of
domestic responsibilities. This is a measure �ecommended by the
Council of State Governments , and I submit it to you for your favor
able consideration.
Rural Rehabilitation Corporation Trust Funds

The 81st Conocrress has provided for the liquidation of trusts
under transfer agreements with state rural rehabilitation corpora
tions and the Secretary of Agriculture of the United States . These
trust funds were federal funds originally given to South Dakota for
use in rehabilitating fanners suffering from economic disabilities .
South Dakota ' s share of such funds amounts to approximately
$4 , 000, 00 0. 00. During the last several years, these funds have been
held and ad.ministere by the Secretary of Agriculture of the United
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States for use in S outh Dakota. If no legislation is enacted
requesting transfer of these funds, to the S tate of S outh Dakota, such
funds will be covered into the United States Treasury. I recommend
that you enact legislation so that S outh Dakota may take advantage
of the benefits of Public Law 499 of the 81st Congress.
Election Laws
Considerable dissatisfaction has been eXJ)ressed with respect
to election laws. I recommend that you give considerable study to :
1. The possible lengthening of the primary and general
election day ;
2. Abolishing use -of petitions in nominating candidates
and substituting therefor a certain registration fee.
Taxation
ith t e except:on of an increase of one cent of the present
motor fuel tax and bonus taxes to be kept - in force only until the
bonus obligations have been met, I am opposed to the imposition of
any new taxes.
Conclusion
In conclusion, I assure you of my whole-hearted support
during your te.rm of office . I solicit your ideas in connection with
the conduct of state government. I am mindful of the fact that
government seen v ough many eyes is both balanced and varied. Your
duty and mine is to work together for the good of the S tate of S outh
Dakota. Let us so worI-c that history will record most favorably our
joint efforts during the coming sixty days. May G od in His wisdom
assist us in our work.

Federal Trade Commissioner Address
Mr . Chairman, Members of the Faculty, Student Body, Guests
and Friends of Bloomsburg State College:
It is a pleasure for my family and me to be with you on this
occasion . I trust that your summer school session is successful in
every respect. As a former public school teacher who attended several
summer school sessions, this trip to your campus is both interesting
and nostalgic. I am amazed at the youthf'ul appearance of both your
faculty and student body . Possibly thirty years of graduated happi
ness has given me a case of myopia that seems to be prevalent among
those who have celebrated many anniversaries of their 3 9th birthday.

I come here today as an educator--not, I hasten to explain, as
an educator as that word is more commonly known, but nevertheless an
educator. As a member of a federal governmental agency charged with
the protection of the American free enterprise system, I believe it
can be said that lnforming the citizen about our functions, as well as
advising the citizen about his duties under the system, is educational
and on no small scale at that. Info:rming the citizen about his gov
ernment in this age of big government is herculean to say the least.
The task reminds me of the governmental official who addressed a
women's club convention. After explaining in great detail how the
taxpayer's dollar was expended, he sat down. The lady chainnan
thanked him and said, "I'm glad we don ' t get all the government we
pay for. "

It is in connection with my duties as a Federal Trade
Commissioner that I should like to discuss this topic with you:
"Have You Been Fooled Lately? "

We are living in a world of competition. It is the purpose
of most American businessmen to outdo, outproduce and outsell compet
itors. Competition is one of the factors that has made the United
States of America the greatest nation in the world. Competition
makes for keenness ; competition creates desire--the will to do. But
competition must be fair, free and honest. Dishonest competition is
unlawful and should be penalized as by law provided. C ompetition has
given America and the world more products, better products and cheaper
products. The United States of America cannot do without competition .
We Americans are "natural- born" competitors.
One of the elements of competition is advertising . It is
necessary in our modern business civilization . Advertising infonns,
educates, warns and entertains the public, whether prospective buy
ers or not. Without advertising our industrial civilization could

not function. New products, new prices and new uses for products
need advertising to tell the story . Advertising last year was an
eleven-billion-dollar story. Advertising is one of our greatest
industries.
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It is unfortunate that some advertisers have an exaggerated
· products. The haloes of some advertisers are
"opim..on
. . " about th
� eir
so loose that they resemble hoola-hoops ! The great majority of
American advertisers, sellers and merchandisers are honest , sincere
and fair. It is that small minority that causes trouble and no
little trouble at that !
Advertisers--like Gaul-- seem to be divided into three part s
or classes . There is the large group of honest, fair and law-abiding
advertisers ; then, there are the "grey-area" adverti. sers who stretch
the truth--going beyond the boundaries of "puffing " and who seem to
enjoy a degree of semi-respectability ; then there is the class ·of
advertisers who are outright liars, who know . that their products do
not have the properties claimed for them . This last clas s of adver
tisers cost the American buying public millions of dollars in losses
annually. I am amazed at the scope of their operations ! Half a
century of "Truth in Advertising" campaigns and slogans have had
1ittle effect on this type of advertiser. It is unfortunate that the
honest competitor and the buyer public have to contend with the selle::::
or advertiser who lives and profits by "gimmicks" calculated to sell
without regard for honor or integrity.
It was this unclean, unfair and dishonest kind of competition
that was responsible for the creation of the Federal T rade Commission.
A s you know, the Commission was created in 1914 to protect the Ameri
can public from unfair methods of competition in commerce. Congress
created the Federal Trade Commission to protect the American public
from the dishonest and unfair businessman. The Co:mm.is sion has fre
quently been caJ.led "The Watchdog of the American Free Enterprise
System. " I shudder to think of the shambles that would exist if we
did not have the Federal Trade Commission and other regulatory and
policing bodies to protect the public.
Let us explore some of the areas where business frauds,
gyps or deceptively advertised products flourish.
HEALTH

Is there anything more important than heal th? It need
not be argued that a :person in ill health will spend his
fortune to effect a cure. Even when a cure is doubtful,
the person ill and distressed will seek good. health. The
old ex:pression "graspiri..g at a straw" must have had refer
ence to a sick :person seeking a cure. I n the area of ill
health , we find a fertile field for those who sell "cures. "
It is in this area that cruel deception is found at its
worst. It is here that we find the exam:ples of those in

ill health who spent themselves into the poorhouse, hoping
for a cure that never came and that the seller knew could
never come ! Carl Sandburg, the great writer, put it so
well when he said some advertisers had this slogan : "This
is good for what ails you ; if nothing ails you, it ' s good
for that, too ! ' What are some of these "cures? "
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"Arthritis Cures"

Here we have the cruelest of all deceptions. Most
arthri is victims cannot be cured because there are few
cures for arthritis. This aching, nagging affliction has
been a great money maker for "operators" who glowingly
advertise and sell pills that are made of aspirin with addi
tives of doubtful vorth,
copper, zinc and other metallic
.
brac elets and anklets or metal heel plates, all claimed to
bring great relief to those who suffer froill arthritis .
Another "cure" for this ailment is to place the vict:L.11
in a uranitun ine so that rays of the uranium ores can
pene4 rate the victim ' s body and attack the arthritis areas.
The number of these "cures" that the Federal Trade Commis
sion has stopped is tremendous .
"Rheumatis. Cures"
T ese are a lot like arthritis cures. I dor- ' t believe
this area has the money attraction for "operators" as does
arthritis.
"Obesit

Cures"

This is a most profitable area of operation. Here it
can be sa � d that those who offer and sell these cures
literally " live off the fat of the land." I t is quite a
temptation for an overweight person to buy preparations
that pennit him to eat his favorite food and at the same
time enable him to lose weight. This is a good example of
"eating one's cair e and having it, too. " M edical authorities
are finn on the proposition that caloric intake generally
detennines weight. In other words, "Don ' t eat so much ! " It
is tough to be a Spartan . But it's that or else, if obesity
is a roblem. There is no raagic in weight reduction-- just
plain will power.
"Hair- es orer Prena.rations and Treatments"

One of the banes of the male is baldness. 1illions of
men have trac ed the loss of their hair from a receding of the
hairline or thinning to a complete "fringe on top." The cam
paign to either stop the loss of hair or to restore the hair
has been, · s now, and will be expensive, trying and burdensome
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to the anxious maJ.e with hair troubles . Countless cures
,
both by preparation or treatment claiming effectiveness,
have been stopped by the Federal Trade Commission. Most
baldness , 90-95 percent thereof, is male pattern baldness,
for which there is no cure. Baldness is generally heredi
tary by nature. To avoid baldness, a m an should choose his
ancestors more carefully.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
This is an area where the Commission has been very
active in stopping many schemes. These alleged opportunities
are offered to the aged, the crippled, the retired or the
part-time workers of our country. When a retired person or
an old or crippled person discovers that he or she does not
have sufficient means for living, it is only natural that
they will look around for supplemental income . These so
called business opportunities that are advertised and offered
read and sound most allurj ng and before the "customer" is
aware of he true nature of the business opportunity, he or
she has alrea y been victimized . It is indeed a cruel per
petrat · on of fraud to practice upon persons who are so badly
in need, but that is of no moment to the sharp operator who
is interested in deception and a quick sale. Some of the
types of business opportunities that the Commission has
stopped axe certain vending maching operations, home repair
operations, and the like . Some time ago, a large number of
retire f
ers in a midwestern State who had invested heavily
in vending machines attempted to sell the machines back to the
operator who had painted such a glowing picture of financial
independe ce from the use of the machines. When he was asked
to buy the machines back, he made the classic comment, " I am
in the business of selling vending machines, not buying vending
machines. " I cannot stress too strongly that those who are
looking for b siness opportunity should be careful that the
plan that t ey enter into is a bona fide operation and is
not a scheme to deL raud them of their money . I am sure that
many of you know of friends or relatives who have been vic
timized. You can do no better than to urge friends and
relatives to be careful, wise and judicious in consideration
of any business opportunities where the persons dealt with are
not hometown people known to the community .
ADVA CE FEE DEALS

This is a type of business operation that flourished
several years ago but has now tapered off due to the activi- - -�·
ties of the Federal Trade Cornmission, the De:partnent of J us
tice and the Post Office Department . 3riefly, the operation
is as follows : rhere a person has real estate to sell, he
or she is approached by representatives of a reputed national
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real estate finn that promises to make quick and ready sales
of real estate. As the contract is entered into, it is ex
plained by these representativ�s that it will be necessary to
have a portion of the commission or the selling fee paid in
advance. The smooth representatives make the story so real
istic and so persuasive that the prospective seller will
advance a part of the fee and after that, hear no more about _
the sale or the fee. This type of operation, according to
authorities, cost the American people around $60 million in
1957 . At the Federal Trade Commission, we still receive con
tinuing reports about advance fee deals . M any of you own
property or you have friends or relatives who own property.
If you or they wish to sell, certainly a sale can be effected
through a reputable real estate finn. Dealing with strangers
who are persuasive and plausible can be a dangerous business.

EDUCATIONAL FRAUD
This is a field that should be of interest to all of us,
and especially to you as teachers or prospective teachers.
Even the wisest become victims of plausible schemes, and that
includes Ph. D. • s. In fact, lawyers and doctors may be included
in this category. Many persons seeking to advance themselves
take correspondence courses . There are many fine correspond
enc e schools in the United States. But there are also many
correspondence schools 11hose courses are of little , if any,
value . It is tragic that young people or those with limited
means should invest their money and their time in a corre
spondence course that is valueless and sometimes indeed a downright fraud. In this connection, the Commission has taken
action against correspondence schools offering practical
nurses training, heavy machine equipment training, preparation
£or positions in foreign countries, airline hostess work _ and
airline mechanics work and many others that have been found to
be deceptive and fraudulent in nature. A prospective student
should be sure that the training received from the schools is
of value and should check with one in a position to know before
investing his or her time and money. The Commission has many
distressing letters in its files from people who discovered too
late that the correspondence course that they had completed
was valueless . It may be of interest to know that diploma
mills are still grinding away, although their activities have
been greatly reduced. Not long ago, the C om.mission success
fully completed a case against a diploma mill that was offering
special degrees to clerg)1Ilen, of all people ! With the great
number of fine educational institutions avail able , it seems
a1.most ridiculous to seek out some unknown institution in order
to get a degree . An enterprising young man in the New England
States recently came into contact with the C ommission on a
scheme called a diploma equivalency plan . For a certain
stated consideration, this young man and his school--of about
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two teachers--would test individuals in any desired educa
tional field, and , if they met the test , they would receive
an equivalency diploma. Quite recently the Commission brought
actions against a number of the large encyclopaedia manufac
turers for unlawful methods in selling their products to the
public. Many of the high pressure schemes used to sell these
products to the public are somewhat like this ! A smooth
young man represents to the husband or wife , or both, that
they have been specially selected to receive a reduced price
if they will buy certain supplemental volumes of the publica
tion or if they will pennit their names to be used in the
community as prominent people who have the seller's product.
The undemining influence of the alleged lo� price or no
price at all, with the statement that they are considered
to be prominent people in the community , usually results in a
sale. Upon .:.nvestigation, the buyer usually discovers he paid
the reg ar price for the product. The gimnicks that are
employed to break down sales resistance are both ingenious
in nature and countless in nur11ber.
FUR PR

LCTS

of the fact that a fur coat or other fur gannent
has tre. .e ous appeal to the women of America, I should warn
you that here has been considerable deception in the sale of
:furs. Thanks to the efforts of the law enforcement agencies
and the fur people , as well as the Better Business Bureaus of
the coun ry, the deception in this area has been considerably
reduced , but there still remains some deception. The Fur
Products Labeling Act requires that a fur garment shall have
attached thereto· a label indicating the name of the animal
:from hich the fur came. One of the furs that lent itself to
deception was rabbit skin. Rabbit ski n could be processed to
look like a very expensive fur. Processed rabbit skin with an
exotic foreign name was sold widely . The buyers were not aware
that it was rabbit skin . Who ai11ong you would knowingly buy a
rabbit sk� n coat? According to fur products authorities , there
are 95 1 1 names" for rabbit skin, including such names as Baltic
Lion , Electric Seal, Electric Beaver, and Hudson Bay Seal.
It may also interest you to know that Hudson Seal is dyed and
processe muskrat. There are many persons Kho are unaware
that the fur for their Hudson Seal coat was the lowly musk
rat.
n connection with fur products deception, I am reminded
of a story of the burglar who told his girlfriend, "Honey, I
have a min < stole for you. I don't know if it is mink, but
I know it is stole. "
DElJEPTIVE

This is the type of sales technique that is a fraud upon
the public. It can be explained as follows : The prospective
customer sees a product advertised in the store. The product,
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let us say, is a watch marked $ 7 5 . Someone has stricken the
$75 with a marking pencil and down below are these words :
"Now $20. " To the public this means one thing : that the
watch has previously sold for $ 7 5 and is now selling for $ 20.
This is a tremendous inducement to buy. The fact of the
�atter is that the watch had never sold for $7 5 , was never
intended to sell for $ 7 5 , and offering the watch at this
considerably "lower" price is just a gimmick . This type of
deception pricing, usually called "pre-ticketing, " is a sales
technique that is, of course, generally dishonest and gener
ally unlawful.

The above examples constitute but a few of the types of
business frauds that the Federal Trade Commission and other law en
forcement agencies have to deal with. It would be possible for me to
give you scores of other examples , but time and space do not permit.
I think that these examples do demonstrate a small portion of the whole
area of decept · on and fraud upon the public.
Every one of us has a blind spot. Will Rogers once said ,
"Everybody is ignora.nt--only on different subjects . " And how true
that is ! Sinclair Lewis, the famous author of "Main Street" who grew
up at Sauk Centre I• innesota, once said, "Peo:ple will buy anything
that 's one to a c stomer. " It was Oliver Goldsmith ·r;ho said, "Every
absurdity has a champion to defend it. " Each of us may be strong , but
in some respect or other we have an Achilles Heel or a wea.�ness . Even
some of the s ewdest business people have bought worthless stock. We
should recognize our weaknesses and guide ourselves accordingly. One
of the difficult · es that faces the Federal Trade Commission in suc
cessfully concluding " njunctive actions against those who engage in
unfair and unet ical business practices is the fact that most Amer
icans will not a mit their failures. Years ago, a prominent adver
tiser used this slogan : "Even your best friends won't tell you. "
That is so true i connection with persons who have been victimized.
They don't want to admit that they have been the victims of a fraud.
For that reason , there must be countless fraudulent schemes that
never come to lig t because of the reluctance of the victims to speak
up. It is for t at reason that all possible -publicity should be given
to schemes that are deceptive in character, so that the public may be
warned .
Business frauds follow us from the womb to the tomb . It can
be said that frauds run from our heads to our heels. The grand
children of the men who sold the Brooklyn Bridge are m,w offering
bargains that are better than their grandfathers ever thought of . It
is unfortunate that the public has to be subjected to these deceptions - ·
but it is a fact of life that we must accept.

It is the duty of the Federal Trade Commission to protect the
consuming public .
e not only stop violators 0£ the business law by
cease and desist orders and other means, we seel- to educate the public
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so it may better protect itself from busines� frauds . Speaking of
Commission procedures in stopping unfair business practices I would
like to point out that the following are used by the Commis�ion :
(1) Order to cease and desist. This is a fonnal way
wherein the defendant, or more properly, the respondent,
is enjoined from continuing certain acts and practices
which the Commission has found to be unlawful. This is a
drastic remedy. A violation of an order to cease and
desist is punishable by a heavy fine. Orders run in per
petuity unless modified.
( 2) Stipulation. This is a non-formal procedure
whereby a person violating the law enters into an agreement
With the Commission not to continue certain acts which the
Commission deems to be unlawful. This procedure is employed
where the Commission deems it unnece$sary to use the m ore
fonaal order-to-cease-and-desist procedure.
( 3) Assurance of discontinuance . This is the mild
est form that the Commission employs in stopping practices
deemed to be in violation of law and is generally similar
to the stipl lation procedure.
( 4) Trade practice conference rules . This is a type of
J>rocedure whereby members of a whole industry may petition
for rules covering business practices . The trade practice
conference rules are based upon the law and court decisions
that are final in nature . The Commission has 162 trade
practice conference rules in effect. Industries find these
rules very helpful .
{ 5) Guides . These are, as the name implies, guides for
the use of the staff of the Commission in performing their
functions. These guides also become guides for industry
members and have been very helpful . To date the Commission
has issued six guides. They are as follows :
Cigarette Advertising Guides
Tire Advertising Guides
Guides Against Deceptive Pricing
Guides Against Bait Advertising
Guides Against Deceptive Advertising of Guarantees
Guides for Advertising Allowances and Other
Merchandising Payments and Services ; Compliance
with Sections 2( d) and 2( e) of the Clayton Act,
as amended by the Robinson-Patman Act
I call to your attention that the Federal Trade Commission
is also charged with protecting the public against restraints of trade
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s uch as monopolies, business conspiracies, unlawful mergers, price
discriminations, and other practices that are not within the periphery
of my remarks at this time . They constitute another story for another
day.
The best policeman in protecting the public against frauds is
an alert, educated and knowledgeable public. The Federal Trade Com
mission believes that the primary responsibility for clean , fair and
honest competition is that of the businessman and most businessmen
accept this challenge. For those businessmen who do not accept this
challenge and do not subscribe to that view, the Federal Trade Com
mission and other regulatory bodies , national, state and local, have
to step in and " blow the whistle." May I say that the obligation of
the press, radio and television is also most apparent in protecting
the public. The advent of . television has opened an avenue of attack
by those who practice deception that is rather alanning to contemplate.
I repeat, the press, radio and television , as w ell as the advertising
agencies, carry heavy obligations in protecting the public ! I do not
believe that they can escape these obligations under the guise that
freedom
of the press must be widely observed. With freedom to speak
·
and to print there z.lso goes the obligation of not lending one's
services to the machinations and schemes of those who deceive.
You as teachers or prospective teachers are in a wonderful
position to help educate the public against frauds and deceptive
acts and practices. As teachers you will be leaders in the communi
ties that you serve. As a teacher , your efforts in the development
of not only the future businessmen of our country but the future
consumers of our country will be considerable. T ell your students
about business ethics and tell your students about careful buying.
The war against deception must go on unceasingly. You as
teachers must join with the law enforcement agencies , national , state
and local, as well as the Better Business Bureaus and the advertising
groups in conducting the war against fraud. As Americans it is our
obligation to see that our business house is kept clean and in good
.order. W e are the window of democracy.

I have tried to tell you the story of the Federal Trade
Commission and what it does to protect the American citizen, and in
presenting that story I have asked you the question , "Have you been
fooled lately? " If you have, I hope that the warning that I have
tried to give you today will have the effect of making you more
cautious so that when I ask you the same question next year, you will
say, ''No, I ha11en ' t been fooled lately . "

It has been a �leasure to be your guest , and on behalf of the
Federal Governmen� and- the Federal Trade Coramission, I thank you for
listening to the story of the battle against unfair methods of com
petition and unfair acts and practices in commerce.

Masonic Lodge Address
The world events of the last week have been most unbe
lievable. Like all of you, I have listened to and I have viewed
the televised and radio castings of the United Nations Security
Council during the Arab-Israel War in the Mideast ; and I like you
have listened to an unbelievable barrage of vicious charges and
lies directed against the United States by representatives of
nations , that vhe United States has g�ven staggering amounts of
help, economic and otherwise. The ingratitude, covered with
hatred and ex ressed by representatives of many countries toward
the United Sta es during the United Nations Security Council
debates can hardly be believed. The people that have been saved
and nurtured by American taxpayers have actually put "America on
Trial" duririg the vlideast crisis . The United States has poured
out billions of dollars to help Arab ations that have condemned
us , and a Godless Russia has been held up as a kind and sympa
thetic benefactor . The Arab people have put "America on Trial . "
All of this without reason and all of this withou-t cause .
Unfortunately, in the world there are millions of uninformed
people that believe the charges that have been made against the
United States .
Worshi f 1 Grand Master, sitting here tonight are many
people from erery section of the United States, from every section
of the state of South Dakota . These people are members of a
"leader class. " They have not gathered here for the purpose of
levity ; they haven ° t gathered here for the purpose of humor . They
have gathered here to talk about things that deal with the per
petuity of our Siate and United States of America. And, I believe
that I can well depart from what would be a nonnal script and
bring to you ton · ght something that I believe every American
citizen should think about because it is so tremendously important.
For the past twenty some years, yes, more than that, we
have given of our largess to the peoples of the Mideast a tre
mendous amount of our resources. We have done so without a hope
of receiving ��ything in return. We did it because of the fact,
that it is American to help one who is unfortunate . And, now at
a time of crisis , all of these nations that we have lifted to their
feet and have helped them in their troubles have turned on the
United States and have bitterly excoriated this country . And the
nation that has done more to destroy the stability of the world,
Godless and cruel, and coldblooded Russia is now being held up as
that nation which is a succor nation to the Arab countries of
whic h there are one hundred million people. Maybe you think that
that is not something that is gennane to discussion here at a
meeting of the members of the lasonic Fraternity, but, I tell you,
that it is. This is something that should inspire every single

one of you here tonight to do some thinking because of the fact
that it affects every single one of us, from the oldest person
here to the youngest child in attendance. And so then, the United
Stat �s o� America is on Trial. Like you, I receive foreign
publications and the thing that amazes me is that there is a
gradual deterioration of the image of the United St2 tes in the
eyes of the world. The Viet Nam situation has certainly not en
hanced our prestige. And in the eyes of the Arab people, over
a hundred million, our prestige, our image, our face, of course,
has suffered tremendously. We are at a point at this time when
it is absolutely necessary for us to consider our image. And
as American citizens we have a job to do. Above all of this, my
£riends, we have one conclusion as sure as we are sitting here,
and that is this: we cann�t buy respect and we cannot buy friend
ship. I thoroughly believe that in the world today there is only
one thing that the United States can demonstrate to the world and
that is strength. This is something to think about , and already ,
it is being uttered in many corners of the Arab world. The millions
and millions of refugees a.re going to have to be taken care of
by the United States! This is an anmalous situation, Sir, that
having been held up to be brutal and monstrous in our international
affairs, we are at the same time being asked to spe�d a lot of our
resou....�es, millions and hundreds of millions of dollars to take
care of these unfortunates that Russia will not take care of.
And I ask each and everyone of you to keep yourselves appraised
of what happens in the world, tomorrow, tomorrow and tomorrow,
because as Americans we have a stake, the like of which we have
never had before. We are on trial in the court of world opinion,
not only because of these international matters that have been
daunting us, but there are events in the United States that have
put us on trial. I refer first of all to an unbelieveable be
havior on the part of thousands and hundreds of thousands of
American citizens, the demonstrations and the demonstrators, that
have been acting with absolute disregard of the laws of this
country. I am re:ferring to a man like Stokely Cannichael , who is
allowed to generate and excite riots all over the United States .
A man who has barely come to this country and is a recipient of all
of its great benefit, and then he goes around this country and
incited riots, he demeans the President of the United States.
And the thing that a.ITJ.azes me is, he does all of this with utter
impunity. I am referring to the draft card burners, who have their
pictures taken in all sections of the United States, whereas it
is so difficult to have your picture taJrnn v olunteering in the
office of the Array or the Navy Recruiters. I t is so easy to get
a picture o:f a bearded youth who is getting his €d:ucation o:f a
tax supported institution, tearing his card to pieces and the
press says, "this is so and so, a draft card burner . " I aro. thinking
of the :flag desecrators. Can you imagine A mericans tearing the
flag, mutilating the symbol of our country? Right now there is a
measure before Congress to make it a real tough o:ffe�se to des
ecrate the American flag. Great scott ! we should have no need for
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a _law like that. We Americans who live in the greatest country in
the entire world, who have more benefits than anyone else should
worship that flag, we should be beholden to it, but inste;d we
have c ountless youths that tear the £lag to pieces and stamp on
it, and a lot of people cheering on the sidelines . This [ii/
unbelievable. We have the draft dodgers, 1-rn have the antiwar
hoodlums . Last week in Boston, Watts in Los A.nge1e·s just last
night, just last night in Cincinnati , in Philadelphia, in a great
many sections of the United States, just two weeks ago a band of
anned men went into the State House in California, into the Capitol
Building , into the Legislative Body, and there they brandished
weapons and demanded certain rights. This is unbelievable that
something like this should take plac e. And I want to say that the
history of America proves one thing, and that is, there c annot be
Liberty without Law . These events have given us a lot of worldwide publicity , much to the discredit of the United States. Our
image has been hurt and most seriously so America is always being
held up in the erst light. And so, _we are on trial. We are on
trial in the cour ..:. of world opinion and the question is, what to do .
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I would like to offer a suggestion or two. The first thing
I can think of that we need, is a need. for patriotic discipline .
Back to the kind of discipline displayed by our Masonic Brethren of
1775 and the years f'ollowing. I am thinking of George Washington
and his men at V alley Forge. I am remembering the famous statement
by George Washington, when he said, "put only Americans on guard
tonight. " And you remember that famous statement and today, ladies
and gentlenen, with the United States being held UF to the world
as an example of evil , being maligned in all sectors, what we need
is something like, more Americans on guard . I believe that what we
need is the kind of dedication that our Masonic Brethren had at the
time of the Declaration of Independence , when it was signed or the
dedication of nations at the creation of the Constitution of the
United States. At that time we had dedicated �eople , dedicated to
the United States , or at that time dedicated to a country that
became the United States. I believe that we must have a strong
America, made up of strong and patriotic American citizens. A nation
of paper citizens is a nation of nothing. I would like to point out
that in these United States , the last half c enturJ, we Americans have
taken the United States for granted . We believe everything is right
with the world , we believe that we can keep America strong with
pushbuttons and men in white coats who will send missiles off to
their target.

Ladies and gentlemen , it isn ' t the weapons that makes Amer
ica strong. It isn ' t the guns that m��s Am.erica strong. I t ' s the
man behind the gun. It's the men behind the guns . I am thinking now
of the women of Sparta, who handed their shields to the husbands as
they went off to war , and this was their injunction, "bring this back
or be brought bac�� pan it." And that • as the kind of people that
gave us the greatness of Sparta, Leonidas and his famous three hundred

at the pass of TheD!lopylae . Now, I know some of you will say, "Gee,
that's corny, to have a speaker come and tell you this . Gee,
that's sure corny . Well that sounds like a fourth of July oration. "
Ladies and gentlemen, let me tell you that �atriotism isn't
something that just happens . Patriotism is something that has to
be developed and its got to be developed in the body and soul of
every single citizen of this country . May I say, that I think that
our Masonic Lodges should have the follmring prograns , a program
to help with having more patriotic asonic Brothers in every lodge .
How many members of the lodge ever cone home at night and say,
"I am going to read Lincoln's Gettysburg Address . " How many come
home and say, 'I am going to read the Constitution . " How many come
home and say, "I arn going to read the Declaration of Independence . "
And when your child comes and says , "Dad, what is the· Preamble to
the Constitution? " Can you stand up and with reverence say what
the Preamble is . Why, when you see the average American audience
and the Flag goes by , people standing there smoking , standing with
their hats on the Flag to them is just a piece of bunting and
doesn't mean anything ! This very symbol of the United States.
Oh, I know this is corny as the dickens, but I tell you, Ladies
and Gentlemen , when the enemy and should the enemy ever take over
and thank Goa. r e ,. ope it won ' t, that then we will remember that the
thing that ha n ade our cour.!.try great, is the patriotic fervor
of each and eve y American citizen .
In the second place, we should have a program to help make
more patriotic co unities . The members of our Fraternity, the
members of tl e Craft, should be the first people to be out there on
Flag Day, Memorial Day, and fourth of July , and Veteran's Day . We
should be the leaders . We should not leave it up to a handful of
crippled war eterans to go out there and have people say: " look at
those guys, hat are they doing anyway? " What we need is more patri
otism and we got to have it in every community and it begins in
n I would like to say that we ought to have a pro
every lodge.
gram to help ur Youth , become patriotic and loyal citizens and this
isn't easy, w �n you ' re competing with the 1 onkees and the Beatles
and a whole host of unspea-�ble loud singers . · That ' s a real job,
but it's got to be done . ihat we need is a new set of heroes and
heroines and I ru not going to go into that, but I ' ll tell you
that we cannot build a great nation on people like , oh some of these
characters, that sing with their hair in their eyes . You can't tell
them 1rom one of those British sheep dogs because they have the
same kind. You cannot build :patriotism on that kind of character .

Now, I Imm , how do we do this. I'll tell you Ladies and
Gentlemen, the es way to do it is by example . As our Grand
Cha:plain knows, the greatest sennon ever preached is the living of
a good life . And in all life , the best example of t�aching pat
riotism is being a patriotic American citizen, so that the youth and
our neighbors and others can see that we mean business . That we're
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proud to be Americans. During the Revolutionary War, the Masonic
Lodges were the meeting places of the Revolution. They had every
single thing in their life to lose, but they loved Liberty, and so
they went out and they fought the battle. The Mohawk Indians who
dumped the tea into Boston Harbor were members of a Masonic Lodge .
And when you take the leaders of the Revolution fro� George Washing
ton on down, they were members of the Craft. They believed in a
strong United S tates of America, and so at this time, when America
is on trial , what we need , are more solid, patriotic, American
Citizens, who will come to the defense of our Count�y. And again,
I want to say, this sounds boring, tiresome and all that kind of
thing, but let us not waver until it's too late and be like the
English who said at Singapore during World War II, "our great guns
are pointing toward the se�. Why, the Japs, they just can't even
get past our guns, " and while they were dancing in the great ball
rooms of Singapore the Japs were coming in the back door ! Strength
is what we need and so at this time as members of a Craft, as
American citizens we must keep America strong. Masonry is one of
the powers that has made America strong . With God's help we can
continue to do it and at this time when "America is on Trial, " and
every one of JOU kno1 s that that is the case, let us hope that this
great Masonic Fraternity will do what it did in the days of the
Revolutionary War, will act patriotically, loyal , devoted to our
America of which there is no sweeter word in all the world. Thank
you very much .
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